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October 13, 1982

Lawrence Brenner, Esq. , Chairman Dr. Richard F. Cole
Administrative Judge Administrative Judge

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Peter A. Morris
Administrative Judge

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

In the Matter of
PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2)
Docket Nos. 50-352 and 50-353

Dear Administrative Judges:

Pursuant to the Board's direction, (Tr.15E3) the NRC Staff is providing
copies of the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission's Order of August 27,
1982, (Attachment 1) which it received yesterday from the Pa P.U.C., to the
Board and persons on the service list.

The Staff is also providing the Board and parties with copies of the Corps
of Engineers' Notice of Intent to Issue ... Permit, dated September 24, 1982
(Tr. 1338, 1339) (Attachment 2) and a set of permits issued by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources on September 2,1982
(Tr. 1335) (Attachment 3).

To Staff's knowledge, these documents reflect the current status of review
in other agencies of matters related to the issues before the Board.

Sincerely,

Ann P. Hodgdon
Counsel for NRC Staff

Enclosures: As stated

cc: see next page
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cc:
Walter W. Cohen Robert W. Adler
Steven P. Hershey, Esq. Mr. Frank R. Romano
Donald S. Bronstein, Esq. W. Wilson Goode
Judith A. Dorsey, Esq. Mr. Edward G. Bauer, Jr.
Troy B. Conner, Jr. , Esq. Mark J. Wetterhahn, Esq.
Mr. Marvin I. Lewis James M. Neill, Esq.
Joseph H. White III Dr. Judith H. Johnsrud
Thomas Gerusky Dir. Pa. Emer. Mgmt Agncy
Sugarman and Denworth Robert L. Anthony
Alan J. Nogee Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
Charles W. Elliott, Esq. Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Panel
NRC Docketing and Service Section
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PENNSYLVANIA d f''. 4gj5 ,)PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION 4 c

Harrisburg, PA 17120 #

Public Meeting held May 7, 1982

Commissioners Present:

Susan M. Shanaman, Chairman
Michael Johnson
James H. Cawley (opinion and statement attached)
Linda C. Taliaferro, concurring in part and dissenting in part (opinion
Clifford L. Jones attached)

Limerick Nuclear Generating I-80100341
Station Investigation

OPINION AND ORDER

BY THE COMMISSION:

Before us for disposition is the Initial Decision of Admi.nis-
*

trative Law Judge (ALJ) Joseph J. Klovekorn in the above-captioned
proceeding, wherein the ALJ makes several findings regarding, inter
alia, the construction of the Limerick Nuclear Generating Station. For
the reasons stated below, we disagree with several of these findings and-

shall modify the ALJ's Initial Decision.
,

Prior to the discussion of the positions advocated by the
parties and our disposition of the issues presented, we note that this
fact finding investigation and this Opinica and Order is the result of
countless hours of preparation on the part of the parties and of the
AIJ. We commend the parties and the ALJ on their fine efforts in dealing
.ith the complex issues raised.

In rendering a decision in this investigation, we are awarei

that our options are limited. Unlike a traditional ratemaking case, in
this proceeding, we are not presented with any claim which would affect
current rates or rates for the immediate future. Rather, we have under-
taken this investi;ation to ascertain the appropriateness of the decisions

j underlying the construction of the Limerick Nuclear Generating Station
'

and the need to continue construction at this time, given the potential
for load growth in PECO's service territory, alternative means of meeting
that load growth, and the financial ability of PECO to continue construc-

| tion of this station. In performing our analysis, we are cognizant of
i the fact that many of the calculations and figures presented in the
| context of this proceeding are somewhat speculative. Although no one '

'

can perfectly see the future, we are convinced that those estimates <

represent more than educated guesswork on the part of the witnesses.

0
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4 I. Background

On August 7, 1980, the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA) filed
a Petition, docketed at P-80080236, seeking (1) an Order to Show Cause
why the continued construction of the Limerick Nuclear Generating Station
(Limerick) of Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO or the Company) is in
the public interest and (2) a Commission investigation into the need for
and economy of Limerick.

On August 26, 1980, an Answer was filed by the Company opposing
- the OCA's request for an order to show cause, taking no position on the

request for an investigation, and petitioning that any investigation be
consolidated with PECO's then pending rate investigation at R-80061225.

By Order entered October 10, 1980, we concluded that an inves-
tigation should be opened "so that information can be gathered in an
orderly and expeditions manner, before PECO seeks to include Limerick in
its rate base as used and useful property." Further, we concluded that
an independent investigation of Limerick was appropriate so as to prevent
the then pending rate investigation from becoming burdened with addi-
tional issues which would have had to be decided within the statutory
period set forth in Section 1308 of the Public Utility Code. In initiatingthe investigation, we ordered:

1. That the issue we incorporated into the rate
proceeding at R-80061225 on August 28, 1980,
concerning an estimate of the additional costs~

occasioned by deferrals of the Limerick con-
struction schedule, be eliminated from that,

proceeding.

2. That an investigation be, and is hereby, under-
taken to determine:

(a) The cost of construction delays at
Limerick and whether those delays
were reasonable;

(b) The escalation of cost estimates
for Limerick and whether those '

costs for the plant are reasonable;
and

(c) The eventual impact of Limerick on
PECO's capacity and reserve margins
and the reasonableness thereof.

3. That the petition filed by the OCA, and docketed
at P-80080236, be denied, except to the extent
that it is granted by the opening of this inves-
tigation.

1
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; 4. That Commission staff, Philadelphia Electric
Company and the Office of Consumer Advocate are
hereby made parties to this investigation pro-
ceeding.

5. That copies of this order be served on all parties
to the proceeding. at R-80061225, Pennsylvania
Public Utility Commission v. Philadelphia Electric
Company.

- 6. That the Office of Administrative Law Judge
assign this matter to an Administrative Law
Judge for prompt hearing and initial decision.

By letter dated November 8, 1980, believing that our initial
Order may have been too restrictive, we directed that the investigation
address, but not be limited to, the following issues:

(a) The costs of construction delays at Limerick
and whether those delays were reasonable.

(b) The escalation of cost estimates for Limerick
and whether those costs for the plant are
reasonable..

(c) The eventual impact of Limerick on PECO's
capacity and reserve margins and the reason-,

ableness thereof. -

.

(d) What alternatives PECO considered at the time
the decision was made to build the plant and
the projected cost of each alternative.

(e) Could any currently available alternate sources
cf energy, conservation / load management acti-
vities, improvements in existing power plants'

| performance, etc. [to) replace Limerick at a
lower cost to the consumer assuming that:

(1) expended costs are amortized over '

a reasonable period; or

(2) expended costs are not amortized
or collected from ratepayers; or

(3) expended costs are shared among
stockholders and ratepayers.

(f) The potential of large electric consumers directly
buying the capacity and/or energy associated with
Limerick.

Thirty-eight days of evidentiary hearings and three non-evidentiary
hearings were held in Philadelphia, Harrisburg, Doylestown, and Pottstown.

3--
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Briefs have been filed by PECO, the OCA, the Pennsylvania Public Utilityi
*

Commission's Trial Staff (Trial Staff), the City of Philadelphia (City),
the Consumer Education and Protective Association, et al. (CEPA), the
Philadelphia Area Industrial Energy Users Group (PAIEUG), Limerick
Ecology Action (LEA) and the Keystone Alliance (Keystone). Reply Briefs
were filed on February 3,1982, by the above parties as well as Mr. Harvin
Lewis. On March 26, 1982, Administrat:ive Law Judge Klovekorn issued the
Initial Decision currently before us. Exceptions have been filed by the
OCA, CEPA, Keystone, the City, PECO, Trial Staff, and thirty-two individ-
uals. Reply exceptions have been filed by OCA, CEPA, PECO, and Trial
Staff.

After an extensive review of the record, the Initial Decision
and all briefs, exceptions, and reply exceptions we find and conclude:

1. That based upon all of the facts presented in the
proceedings before us, particularly the Commis-
sion's inability and unwillingness to provide the
necessary revenues to complete both units at the
Limerick Nuclear Generating Station as proposed,
the completion of Limerich II by 1987 is not -

financially feasible. In order to ensure the
continued maintenance of reliable and safe service -

to the public, this Commission finds that either,

the cancellation or suspension of construction at
Limerick Unit II would be in the public interest.

~

2. That should the Company choose to cancel Limerick
Unit II then the future treatment of any sunk,

costs associated therewith shall be determined at
such time as the Company specifically requests
recovery of such costs.

3. That should Philadelphia Electric Company choose
not to suspend construction of Limerick II, then
the Commission, pending completion of Unit I:
(a) shall not approve any new securities issu-
ances, the proceeds of which will be used, in
whole or in part, for construction at Unit II,
and (b) shall deny recovery of ATUDC (Allowance '

ior Funds Used During Construction) on any addi-
tional investment in Unit II at such time as
recovery is sought.

4. That Philadelphia Electric Company shall inform
this Commission of its decision regarding the
implementation of paragraph 1 above within
120 days of the entry of the final Opinion and
Order in this proceeding.

f S. That it would be in the public interest for the
| Company to pursue an aggressive conservation

program designed to substantially offset the
cancellation or suspension of Limerick II.

l
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6. That the Commission immediately open a general'

investigation designed to implement a policy,
applicable to all electric utilities, whereby
regulatory incentives would be afforded to any
conservation inducing investment designed to
lower a utility's need to install additional
capacity.

Further, at a minimum the investigation should
address: conservation financing programs for
residential and small commercial customers,-

joint customer / company financed alternate supply
projects, rate induced or company controlled
load management programs with corresponding
investment programs, appropriate company informa-
tional activities required to support the company's
programs, any necessary changes in existing service
regulations in order to ensure efficient utiliza-
tien of electricity, and any legislation which may
be necessary to implement or enhance conservation
or provide alternative supply opportunities.

That the Commission invite all interested e'lectric
utilities or other parties to participate and shall,

e

direct the Commission's Bureau of Conservation,
Economics and Energy Planning to actively parti-
cipate in the investigation.,

.

II. The Construction Delays

The initial issue to be addressed is an examination of the
decision by PECO to begin construction of the Limerick Nuclear Generating
Station. PECO witness, Vincent Boyer, Senior Vice President, Nuclear
Pover, and Emil Karum, Chief System Planning Engineer, System Planning
Division, testified at length to the planning process and decisions to
build limerick (PECO Stats. 1 & 2). Mr. Boyer begins by expressing the
view shared by many utilities in the late 1960's and early 1970's; that
regulatory measures enacted during that period encouraged utilities to
add new capacity. He cites the prospect of PECO being faced with a '

capacity shortage which, in turn, could lead to brownouts and blackouts.
Specifically, he recites regulatory actions taken in 1966 when PECO and
other companies, parties to the Pennsylvania - New Jersey - Maryland
Interconnection Agreement (PJM) were told by their respective regulatory
comunissions to increase reserve capacity from the then existing 12-15%
to a point where the reserve margin equalled 20%. To indicate the
Commission's concern, PECO points to our March 12, 1972 Order instituting
an investigation to determine the need for additional generating and
transmission facilities. In light of this regulator concern, and
PECO's forecast of future annual sales peak demands,-{j PECO, in 1967, o

deterinined that additional capacity was necessary. ,

.

1/ PECO's 1957-1968 forecast projected reserve margins of 11.5% in
1975, 6.0% in 1976, and 0.9% in 1977 even including Peach Bottom
Nuclear Generating Units No. 2 & 3 then under construction.

-5-
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| Having reached the conclusion that additional capacity was
needed, PECO analyzed the options available. A 1965 study claimed that
the levelized cost of nuclear power was 3
levelizedcostof4.71 mills /kwhofcoal.f3 mills /kwhascomparedtoaMoreover, an analysis of
the capital costs of coal and nuclear units indicated that the capital
costs of nuclear plants, $206 to $230 million, exceeded coal plant
capital costs, $176 to $205 million. However, it was anticipated that
the initially higher capital costs of the nuclear unit would be recap- jtured within three years because of the operating savings derived from i

the lower cost of nuclear fuel compared to coal. It was anticipated
- that over its life, the nuclear plant would produce a levelized annual

|revenue savings to the ratepayers of $6,500,000 over the coal alternative.
|

Having decided that a nuclear plant was the best alternative,
PECO was faced with the prospect of choosing a site. In choosing the |
existing site, PECO considered topography, access to road and rail
facilities, availability of water supply, land procurement costs, general
geology and seismology, population density and proximity, meteorology,
costs of transmission rights-of-way and facilities, and improvements to
roads and bridges necessary for the transport of the reactor vessel and
other super-heavy components to the site. In this proceeding, the
primary objection to the site chosen was raised by Limerick Ecology
Action which pointed out that'the plant's construction permit is con-
tingent upon the units being operated as a " river follower", i.e., would,

only be permitted to operate providing the Schuylkill River contained
sufficient water to service the plant in addition to meeting the needs
of those downstream, which would cause the kwh output of the units to,

flucuate depending upon the flow of the Schuylkill River. While we are
; convinced that PECO appropriately considered relevant options in choosing

the plant site, we acknowledge that there may be occasions when the
supply of water will be such as to affect the simultaneous operation of
Limerick Units I and II at full capacity. However, even with this
possible infirmity, we agree with the finding of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, that the site chosen was the best available. Further, it
M:ould be relatively simple to chart the rise and fall of the river and'

adjust usage accordingly. We also note that construction of the Point
Pleasant Pumping Station and the Merrill Creek Reservoir will be neces-
sary to provide Limerick with the necessary water. We cannot speak for
the Neshaminy Water Resources Authority's ability to finance such projects,
but based upon the record before us, we do not foresee any long-term
inability to secure water from these projects.

2/ In further support of its position PICO points to a 1976 study
by Mr. Leonard Reichle, Senior Vice President of Ebasco Service,
Inc. which concluded that nuclear power was.27% cheaper than a
comparable coal alternative (PECO St. 1C, p. 10); testimony by
Mr. Gordon Casey of Commonwealth Edison which concluded that

I nuclear generation was 20% cheaper than coal in its service '

territory; and a 1979 report published by the National Academyi

of Sciences which endorsed the need to develop nuclear energy
! given its " competitive economics" (PECO St. IB, p. 5).
|
|
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; Having determined that construction of a nuclear facility at
Limarick was appropriate, PECO selected General Electrigj(GE) as thevendor for nuclear equipment and the turbine generator.- In August
1969, PECO awarded a contract to Bechtel Corporation to perform
architectual/ engineering and construction work on the proposed stations.

For the purpose of our discussion of the construction and any
delays in that construction, we shall divide the construction schedule
into three parts: (1) the planning and early construction phase; (2) the
1974-1977 phase; and (3) 1978 to the present.

A. Planning and Early Construction
.

At the heart of PECO's decision to build the Limerick Station
was PECO's perception, shared by many in the industry, that the high
rate of load growth experienced in the 1960's and early 1970's would
continue unabated. As was stated earlier, PECO's forecasts which assumed
the continuation of high load growth and a need to increase its reserves
from 15% to 20%, showed an ever decreasing reserve during the 1975-1977
period. Concerned
interruption rule,4pbout preserving the general one-in-ten year servicePECO committed itself to build base load plant.

,

Primary criticism of the Company's actions prior to 1974 comes,

from the OCA. The OCA points to the deterioration of PECO's finanical
condition in the late 1960's (PECO Stat. 9, p. 4) concomitant with a
$500 millionBottomunitsprductinPlantconstructionprogramforthetwoPeach,

5
, the Croydon combustion turbines and the Eddystone No. 3

oil-fired unit (Id. p. 5; OCA Ex 1 IR-2, 7-30), and the ecastruction
'

budget associated with the Salem 6/ a,nd Limerick Units. The OCA con-
siders the estimated $3.3 billion construction budget for the 1974
through 1978 period, forecast in 1974 and amounting to 165% of the 1974
rate base, to be indicative of potential future financial difficulties
by creating, at this early date, cash flow constraints and virtually
elininating any financial flexitility. Compounding PECO's difficulties

.

3/ It should be noted that GE presented PECO with the lowest capita'l
costs of three bidders and furnished equipment similar to PECO's
Peach Bottom Units.

4/ The one-in-ten rule represented a desire to only permit a service
interruption due to a forced outage once in a ten year period.

5/ PECO owned a 42.59% interest in these plants. ,

6/ 42.59% owned by PECO. ,

,

.
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was the escalation in the price of oil,1/ high interest rates, general.
*

inflation, and a sharp reduction in the rate of growth of sales. Although
the OCA admits that many of these factors were beyond the control of
PECO, the OCA opines that these factors should have indicated to PECO
that it had vastly underestimated the costs and subsequent construction
periods of its incomplete nuclear units and should have caused PECO to
question any financial planning which was based upon a reliance on the
1974 architect / engineer estimates.

i

Second, the OCA faults PECO for its lack of a detailed genera-
_ tion planning study, pointing out that the most detailed comparison of

nuclear and alternative forms of generation was carried out in 1965
" prior to the commitment decision for the Peach Bottom and Salem Units."
(PECO Stat. la p. 16.)

In his Initial Decision, ALJ Klovekorn finds that PECO's
." actions in the 1968-1974 period were reasonable and its decision at
that time to construct a nuclear unit at Limerick was a valid exerciseof managerial discretion." We agree.

In addressing these concerns, initially, we note that PECO's
financial condition in the late 1960's and early 1970's was not as
precarious as it is at present. While it is true that PECO embarked
upon an ambitious construction program, it could not have forseen the,

extent of those factors which influenced the entire economy, i.e. the
OPEC oil embargo, rapid inflation, etc., which served to exacerbate
PECO's financial condition. Further, PECO constantly reviewed its~

decision as to capacity type considering changing capital, fixed costs,
and fuel costs (PECO Ex. VSB-2, IB). We find that although PECO's

>

construction plans may have been somewhat optimistic, its financial
condition was not such as to indicate its future difficulties or that
the units were not economically feasible.

As further support for PECO's construction plans, during this
period of time, ve granted PECO's application for a finding ci necessity
associated with certain construction at Limerick. We stated:

1

In this connection, the Commission is of the
opinion that it is of paramount importance that
applicant proceed forthwith with all such construc- ,

tion as it may lawfully undertake preliminary to
the final AEC determination with respect to the
nuclear facilities involved. Applicant is faced
with the necessity of expending many millions of
dollars to augment its electric generation within
the next several years in order to provide adequate
and reliable service to its patrons. The proposed

1/ As PECO was a heavy oil user for generating purposes, the Company
was particularly vulnerable to oil price increases and the 1973
OPEC cil embargo.

-8-
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* Limerick Generating Station is one of several
*

important power production facilities which appli-
cant must complete on schedule in order to meet
its ever growing customer demands for electric
service.

Application of Philadelphia Electric Company, A. 96108 (1971). As is
readily apparent, even at this early date, we foresaw the need for the
rapid construction of the units.

_ Similarly, the Atomic Energy Commission, Directorate of Licensing
found, in its November 1973 Fina'l Environmental Statement, PECO's expan-
sion of plant capacity to be a prudent and necessary action to satisfy
the growth requirements of its service area (PECO Ex. VSB-2, SD).

In view of the foregoing, we are of the opinion that PECO's
initial decision to build a nuclear station at Limerick, was reasonable
at the time it was made, and was a valid exercise of managerial dis-
cretion.

B. The 1974 Extension

Due primarily to a delay in the
!- permitfromtheAtomicEnergyCommission,8yeceiptofaconstruction

,

construction on the stationdid not begin until the summer of 1974. In October 1974, PECO announced
a delay in Limerick's construction schedule, postponing the projected'

in-service dates by two years.
i'

) As stated by Mr. Joseph F. Paquette, Jr. Vice President of
Finance and Accounting, the decision to delay construction was due to
adverse financial factors affecting the company. Mr. Paquette noted
that during the 1950's and 1960's, PECO's financial condition improved
considerably resulting in regular increases in its dividend. Beginning
in the late 1960's, increasing inflation caused PECO's financiai con-
dition to deteriorate. For example, PECO's return on equity, approximately
12% from 1965 to 1967, dropped to 9.4% in 1970 and remained in the range
of 10%-11% for the next three years. PECO's pre-tax interest coverage
ratio decreased from 5.1 times in 1968 to 2.6 times in 1970, and remained
in the range of 2.7 to 2.9 times through 1973. Further, PECO's mortgage
coverage ratio declined from 5.8 times in 1965 to 2.4 times in 1973.
PECO's stock dropped in price from $40.50 per share to $17.00 in 1973.
As a result of this deteriorating condition, PECO's credit rating was
lowered by Standard and Poor's from AAA to AA in 1968 and to A in 1974.

Compounding PECO's financial problems was the 1973 Arab oil
embargo. The experienced price increases in oil, which caused PECO's,

! 8/ The permit was received June, 1974.
!

|
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.: fuel adjustment surcharge to increase substantially, the general re-
cession then in progress, and increased consumer awar
tionmethods,ledtoreductioninenergyconsumption.gpessofconserva-Concurr
PECOplacedintoserviceapproximately$500millionofnewplantygply,

,

increasing its rate base from $1.5 to $2.0 billion. Further depletion
'f PECO's earning was occasioned by the cessation ofo
AFUDC(AllowanceforFundsUsedDuringConstruction.)ggyaccrualof-

Although PEC0
constructionfinancing,7yysconfidentthatitcouldcompleteitsfive-yearConsolidated Edison Company's omission of its-

-

dividend in April 1974, significantly shook investors' ggnfidence in the
electric industry, causing common stock prices to drop.- # In addition,
AA utility bond interest rates, changed significantly, rising from about
8% to 11%. Of greater significance to the Company specifically, was the
decline of PECO's interest coverage ratio below 2.0
the possibility of PECO issuing new mortgage bonds.3gymes, foreclosing- Mr. Paquette
testified that as conditions deteriorated, the company decided to cut
its near-term construction expenditures. The obvious method of cutting
costs, according to Mr. Paquette, was to reduce spending at Limerick, as
that project represented the major portion of PECO's construction budget.
PECO claims that the 1974 decision to delay construction cost $36.6 million,
while the OCA estimates the cost at $372 million.

, .-

' 9/ PECO's peak load for 1974 was 5,431 megawatts, a reduction of about
! 6% from 1973. Further kwh sales decreased in 1974 by approximately,

3% from 1973.
.

10/ New plant consisted of the two Peach Bottom units, the Croydon,

combustion turbines, and the Eddystone No. 3 oil-fired unit.4

11/ Accrual of AFUDC is an accounting treatment recognizing the cost
of the carrying charges associated with plant investment. This!

amount is added to the basic cost of the plant when included in
rate base to be recovered from ratepayers over the life of the

i plant.

.

12/ In 1974, PECO predicted that its five year construction expendi-
_

tures would amount to $3.3 billion for the period 1974 through
1978 and that it would have to finance about $2.5 billion of
that with new securities.

; 13/ The price of PECO's stock decreased from over $19.00 per share
to below $10.00 per share immediately after the con Ed action
and fluctuated between $10.00 and $12.00 a share approximately

! 50% of book value, for the rest of the year.

14/ Under the terms of PECO's indenture, when the interest coverage
; ratio falls below 2.0 times, new bonds could be issued only upon

retirement of older bonds.
i

4
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The OCA and Staff, while not disputing the fact that the
.

preceding events have occurred, both point to 1974 as the turning point
-

in Limerick's construction. The OCA argues that the company should have
been aware then of the quagmire of direct construction cost escalations
and in-service delays experienced by PECO at its other principal con-
struction sites (OCA Main Brief, p. V-ll). The Trial Staff argues that
PECO should have either cancelled the units at this time or built the
plant as quickly as possible. Staff criticizes the Company for choosing
the worst possible path--not cancelling before the bulk of construction
was begun, but not pressing forward in completing the plant in light of
the optimistic economic forecasts for 1976-1978 (OCA Ex. 23, N.T. 1, 9)._

.

C. The 1976 Extension '

In 1976, to match growth in capacity additions with a lower
'

spring 1976 load forecast, PECO further delayed construction and revised
the in-service dates for the Limerick Units Nos.1 & 2 from April '81/
April '82 to April '83/ April '85 respectively.

According to Mr. Paquette, the decision to further delay
construction was based upon a continued deterioration of PECO's return
on common equity, the price of its stock, and a further reduction in itsbond rating to A . Addi
reducePECO'speakload.pj7nally,thewaveofconservationcontinuedto*

- At this time, PECO revised its forecast
growth rate from its pre-1974 level of 7% per year downward to 5%, a
revision which effectively lowered PECO's estimated peak load by almost
1,000 megawatts. As a further delay of the Limerick units would lower

-

its projected capacity by 1,055 megawatts in the years 1981 to 1984.

inclusive, construction was delayed.

Mr. Paquette stressed that in evaluating the 1976 postponement,
"it is important to appreciate the context within which these decisions
were being made." (PECO Stat. No. 9, p. 10). He noted that concern
about bringing a unit on line prior to its being neceasary, creating
excess capacity, was brought to the fore in tne company's 1975 and 1976
rate proceedings. Although any excess capacity adjustment was rejected
in that proceeding, we required PECO to justify its installed capacity
in its next proceeding. According to Mr. Paquette, in such an environ ,
ment the company concluded that the public interest did not warrant a
speedy completion of Limerick. It appears that the company felt that '
there was some risk that if the Limerick units were brought on line in
1981 and 1982, the Commission might deem the plants to be unnecessary
for the service of its customers and exclude any costs from rate base
and prohibit recovery of any expenses associated with the operation of
the units with dire financial consequences to the Company (PECO Stat.
No. 9, p. 11).

.

,

15/ PECO's peak load was 5,530 megawatts, again below the 1973 record.
.
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The OCA raises two major objections to PECO's 1976 decision to
.

*

delay Limerick's construction achedule, arguing that the slippage evi-
dences a corporate attitude to react to load growth by building more and1

more capacity instead of attempting to control such growth (OCA Main
Brief, p. V-15) and criticizes the company for failing to analyze what
capacity would be needed if load growth continued to deescalate. The
OCA contends that it would have been appropriate for PECO to consider
cancellation of one or both units at this time. The OCA sets the cost!
of this delay at $202 million of direct costs (OCA Ex. No. 20, IR-2,1-3).

_

Trial Staff criticizes the delay, contending, through testi-
mony of Witness Donald Muth, that PECO's financial condition was such
that it would have been able to issue sufficient additional mortgage ,

t

bonds in 1976-1978 to eliminate the need for the postponement (T.S.
Stat. DHM-2, pp. 2-3) . In addition, Mr. Muth concludes that the Company
could have financed the construction in a variety of ways in 1976, i.e.
the issuance of a combination of common stock, short term debt, and long
term debt, rather than delaying construction. In addressing PECO's ,

'

argument that construction was delayed because of a reduction in load,
Trial Staff opines that if this were the case, construction at Limerick
would still be delayed, as load has not grown significantly in recent

,

If however, financial considerations were foremost, Staff suggestsyears.

that instead of postponing constructing in 1976 and 1978, PECO should,

have either cancelled in 1974 when PECO's financial position was bleakest, ;,

i or it should have built the plant as quickly as possible.
i -
1 In rebuttal, PECO maintains that Trial Staff's hypothetical

financing program is not fiscally sound. If its suggested financing
'.

proposals were added to the amounts actually issued by the Company
through the same period, PECO vould have been left with an indenture
coverage below 2.0 times in 1979, precluding further mortgage bond

j financing (PECO Stat. IlD, p. 5). PECO claims that in the 1975 to 1979
i period, it could have issued only a total of about $30 to $40 million in

add!.tionti mortgage. bonds while maintaining a 2.0 times mortstge ratio
in 1979. Finally, PECO argues that the issuance of common stock as
suggested by Staff would merely have diluted earnings to a level insuf-
ficent to cover PECO's dividend. (PECO Stat. IlD, p. 5).

i .

D. 1978 Extension
!

In May 1978, PECO announced a decision to reschedule Units I
and II from 1983-85 to 1985-87 respectively. Although PECO witness
Paquette testified that from 1978 to 1980 the Company authorized and
spent monies to maintain the 1983-85 service dates, the record indicates<

that direct expenditures during that period were reduced from the budgeted3

) amount of $529 million to $479 million (OCA Exh.123, N.T. 1, 7). Accord-
'

ing to the witness, the 1978 delay was caused by the same factors as the;

1976 delays, i.e. no load growth, inadequate rate relief increasing
financial constraints, and a concern about a possible excess capacity',

adj us tment.i

.

|
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PECO, however, maintained its options with regard to its
-

i

*

construction timetable due to the fact that escalating oil costs made iti appear that completion of Limerick at an early date might be advanta-
geous to customers, even if the capacity was not required, since the
fuel cost savings resulting from Limerick's operations would more than

|offset the carrying costs of the plant (PECO Stat. No. 9, p. 14). I

Unlike the 1976 delay (N.T. 502), PECO performed an analysis
to determine the level of short-term savings vs. long-term costs attri-

: butable to deferring completion of the plant.
1 -

The OCA points out, in response, that PECO's concern over an
excess capacity adjustment should not have entered into PECO's planning
picture, in that ALJ Matuschak's decision in R.I.D. 438 recommending an
excess capacity a.djustment, came months after the decision to delay was

, announced. OCA also claims that PECO failed to adequately analyze the
: economic and financial implications of the delay and the possible can-

cellation of at least one unit (OCA Brief p. V-24-26).

:
. Trial Staff takes the same position with regard to this delay

) as the 1976 delay.
I

_

E. Discussion -,

We note at the outset of our discussion, that to adopt any
proposed adjustments or calculations presented to us, at this time, would

'

,,

be inappropriate. The record presented is inadequate to accuratelyh guage the costs of delay. Nor is the issue ripe for decision. Only
when the plants are complete and the attendant cost claimed will the

| costs of delay be susceptible to accurate assessment. Accordingly, we'

shall not attempt to quantify the costs of the various delays at this
time.

In order te judge the reasonsbleness of the actions taken by,

i PECO's management in delaying the construction of the Limerick plants,
we must initially establish a standard by which we can measure PECO's
actions. -

PECO would have us apply a standard of management imprudence '

arguing that so long as there exists a rational basis for the rendering
of any of its decisions, those decisions may not be criticized. We are
guided by Coplay Cement Manufacturing Company v. Public Service Commission,
271 Pa. 58, 114 A. 649 (1921) wherein the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
stated:

It was not intended by the legislature that the
Commission should be a board of managers to con-

,duct and control the affairs of public service
companies, but it was meant that where certain ,

of their powers and obligations had intimate '

relation to the public through fairness, accom-
modation or convenience, the commission should
have an inquisitorial and corrective authority

(
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to regulate and control the utility in the
field specifically brought within the commis-.

sion's jurisdiction.

While it is not our duty to become PECO's Board of Directors, it is our
duty to ascertain what the conduct of a prudent management would have
been under a given set of circumstances and utilize that standard to
determine whether actions taken by a particular utility, resulting in
costs to be borne by ratepayers, are reasonable. Pennsylvania Power
and Light Company v. Public Service Commission,128 Pa. Superior Ct.
195, 216-217 (1937). Our process may be analogized to that of a court

-

of law when it applies a reasonable man standard to proceedings before
it. We find the opinion of the New York Public Service Commission is
appropriate to utilize in determining whether management practices were
reasonable. In Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Case 27123,*

Opinion 79-1 (January 16, 1979), the New York Public Service Commission
stated:

. ..the company's conduct should be judged by asking
whether the conduct was reasonable at the time,
under all the circumstances, considering that the-

,

company had to solve its problems prospectively
rather than in reliance on hindsight. In effect,
our responsibility is to determine how reasonable
people would have performed the tasks that con-a

fronted the company.

See also, Case 27565, Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. (Opinion 80-25 issued-

June 24, 1980), Case 27869, Consolidated Edison Company of New York,,

Inc. (Opinion 82-2, issued January 21, 1982). Thus, a standard of
" reasonable care" rather than a " rational basis", as suggested by PECO,
appears appropriate. Perhaps the ALJ summed up this approach best when
he stated that "PECO's conduct in delaying construction shall be judged
on the basis of how reasonable people would have responded to the events
of 1974-1978 and whether PECO's response was satisfactory in light of
all those conditions and circumstances". By utilizing such a standard
we are attempting to balance the right of the ratepayers to be treated
fairly and the inherent right of PECO to manage its own affairs..

With this standard in mind, the ALJ concluded that PECO's 1974-
delay was reasonable and that the 1976 and 1978 delays may have been
unreasonable. As previously noted, the ALJ did not find it appropriate
to recommend any specific action regarding the 1976 and 1978 delays be
taken at this time. However, he did conclude that the risk of large
units should be shared by stockholders (R.D. at 54). He states: " Con-
sumers should not be expected to pay for delay which results from a
conscious management decision to protect its own interests without
adequate weight being given to its ratepayers interests. To these
findings PECO, the OCA, and the Keystone Alliance except.

In its exceptions, the OCA argues that if, in a future rate
proceeding, the Commission determines that an adjustment is appropriate,
"then in all fairness to ratepayers the effect on stockholders should be

- 14 -
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assessed and compared to the approximate $200-300 million loss spread
-

; over ten years that would result from stockholders' absorption of one-half-

j of the after-tax sunk cost of Limerick Unit No. 2."

Keystone Alliance excepts to that portion of the Initial
Decision wherein the ALJ found PECO's pre-1974 actions to be prudent,
arguing that PECO was committed to nuclear power plant construction
rather than viewing nuclear generation with prudence. They also argue,
that the ALJ erred in not finding that construction should have been

!halted in 1974.
~

PECO, in its exceptions, initially lends its support to the
ALJ's conclusion that we lack authority to order prospective rate base
adjustments and that such an adjustment, if adopted at this time, would
interfere with PECO's ability to finance plant completion on the least
cost Forecast 5 Schedule and would increase financial costs. However,1

PECO excepts to the ALJ's criticisms of its 1976 and 1978 scheduling
decisions. Briefly, PECO argues that we should reject the ALJ's con-
clusions:

because (1) the Initial Decision has erroneously
summarized PECO's evidence as to the reasons for
its scheduling decisions, (2) has failed entirely,

to discuss or describe a material and substantial ',

'

, part of PECO's evidence in support of those deci-
! sions and (3) has erroneously accepted unproven
i and erroneous cost-benefit assumptions presented
i by Trial Staff."

-.

Initially, we disagree with Keystone's assertions that the
1974 construction extension decision was not prudently undertaken. As
noted previously, at the time the construction permit was issued, PECO
had no firm indication that demand would be reduced substantially. It
is readily apparent that the decrease in demand was due primarily to the
increased price of oil snd rapid inflation, which in turn resulted in

i ever increasing rates. As there was no indication that this demand
decrease would continue, we cannot conclude, as did Keystone, that con-
struction should have been halted at this point in time. If anything,
we would have concluded, as did Trial Staff, that in light of subsequent
developments, the Limerick construction schedule should have been advanced.
However, placing ourselves in the position of PECO's management with the
facts and trends available to it at that time, we cannot conclude that
management was imprudent and unreasonable in its decision in 1974 to
delay construction.

With regard to the OCA's exception, we reiterate our position
that as no claim has been made for inclusion or exclusion of costs,

'

associated with Limerick, we deem it inappropriate to allocate those
costs. The issue of any allocation or sharing of costs is properly
reserved for a future rate proceeding.

| Turning to the 1976 and.1978 extensions, we note that at the
time of these decisions, PECO had two and four years of additional
information indicating that the decline in demand was continuing, and,

!
!
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despite increases in rates approved by us, further deterioration of
PECO's financial condition had occurred..

The ALJ has found that the 1976 postponement was "aade without
careful analysis of the impact of such delay on ratepayers" and that
"[c]onsumers should not be expected to pay for delay which results
[from] a conscious management decision to protect its own interests {without adequate weight being given to its ratepayers' interest." To
the ALJ's finding of imprudence PECO has excepted, arguing that the i

Initial Decision fails to provide an assessment of the relative economic
benefits and detriments to ratepayers and shareholders of earlier versus
later plant completion, in addition to disregarding the evidence of
PECO's precarious financial condition during the 1974-80 period and
evidence that the reduced load growth permitted delaying completion of
Limerick without threatening service reliability.

It appears, from the record before us, that PECO's 1976 and
1978 construction delays were caused by PECO's financial difficulties,
which in turn were caused by its ambitious construction program and its
ever decreasing load growth; conditions similar to those causing the
1974 delay. While it is true that PECO's financial condition deteri-
orated from its 1974 levels, we are of the opinion that, at the least,
PECO's ambitious construction plans exacerbated its financial diffi-
culties. We are convinced that PECO's financial difficulties, proffered

* as a reason for delaying construction, would have been less acute ifi

construction at Limerick had been terminated.

PECO now argues that one of the prime considerations in delaying-

construction was a continued reduction in PECO's load growth. Although.

PECO's spring 1976 load forecast projected a lower load growth than
earlier anticipated, it appears that even this projection was overly
optimistic. We note that in PECO's 1977-78 rate proceeding, PECO reduced
its forecasted growth rate from 5% to 3%. Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission v. Philadelphia Electric Company, R.I.D. 438 (February 5,
1979). Apparently, this 1978 reduction was an acknowledgement that the
trend evidenced in 1974 was continuing. Despite this now obvious trend,
PECO delayed construction in the hope that load would improve.

PECO's final argument, that the relative economic benefits and
detriments to ratepayers and shareholders of earlier versus later plant
completion favored delay, is unpersuasive. We find this argument curious
in light of the fact that PECO stresses that, because load growth has
declined, the Limerick Units' sain purpose is to replace oil fired
generating capacity. If Limerick can be economically justified when
compared to a combination of alternative sources of power and the re-
tirement of oil fired plants, which by now have been extensively
depreciated, the relative benefit to current ratepayers would have been
greater if the oil capacity, and their associated costs, had been retired
earlier by way of compressing rather than expanding the construction
schedule. Further, as the nation as a whole experienced a period of
double digit inflation and rising interest rates, delaying the necessary
financing did and will continue to increase the ultimate costs of the
plant financing.

1 - 16 -
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Considering the foregoing, we are of the opinion that PECO
.

management did not exercise judgment sufficient to meet our reasonable
man standard in delaying construction at Limerick in 1976 and 1978.,

{ Having so found, we are requested by Staff and the OCA to quantify theJ

cost of the delay to ratepayers. We are of the opinion that to do so at
this time is inappropriate. We have not been presented, in this pro-
ceeding, with a claim for recovery of any of the costs associated with,

the construction of the plants. Consequently, we can make no adjustment
to any claim. Further, should FECO sell all or part of the Limerick

~ plant or its capacity to other utilities, the deduction of all or part
of the costs of delay from PECO's claim, if any, would be materially'

affected. We therefore find it' unnecessary to quantify, at this time
and in this proceeding, the costs associated with the 1976 and 1978delays.

III. Management Oversight of the Project
'

Iollowing the selection of Bechtel Power Corporation as the
architect / engineer and contractor for Limerick, and General Electric to
provide the steam generator, PECO management assigned responsibility forj - planning, scheduling and cost control to its Engineering and Research

{ (E & R) Department.
,

-

The management of this department holds weekly meetings with
the heads of the six divisions comprising the department. Individual,

| divisions have bi-weekly meetings to review Limerick activities.
-

A
departmental report is prepared and sent monthly to PECO's Chairman of

( the Board. The Vice President of PECO's E & R Department reports signi-
i ficant events to top management at weekly and bi-weekly weetings. In

addition, a major project coordination meeting is held monthly, usually
at the construction site and is attended by.PECO and Bechtel personnel.
Additional periodic meetings are held between General Electric, Bechtel
and PECO management groups to review the overall project status (PECO
Statement No. 1B, p. 2).

As noted above, PECO's E & R department is composed of 6 divi-sions. As described by PECO, the overall coordination and administration,

'

of the project rests in the Mechanical Engineering Division, and the
-

designated Project Manager, Richard A. Mulford, is located in that
division. This division also follows the mechanical design aspects of
the plant, reviews and interacts with the piping and instrument system
diagrams and plant layouts prepared by Bechtel, reviews and approves
equipment specifications and drawings, and reviews bidders lists and
equipment purchase recommendations. The division also performs a similar
monitoring function for General Electric, the vendor of the nuclear
steam supply system. Following the start of construction, a PECO Resident

! Project Manager was assigned to Bechtel in San Francisco; there are now
i three PECO employees situated there.

.

The Electrical Engineering Division follows the electrical
aspects of the plant's design. Personnel in this division perform
functions parallel to their counterparts in the Mechanical Engineering
Division, working through an electrical project Engineer who coordinates
his activities and reports through Mr. Mulford.

- 17 -
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The Construction Division is responsible for monitoring the.

*

actual construction of the project and as such, works closely with
; Bechtel. A Project Manager--Construction, James Clarey, is assigned to

directly supervise site activities,

i IV. Future Construction and the Need for Limerick

A. The Need and Justification for Limerick

_ The central focus of this investigation has been whether'

continued construction and completion of the Limerick Units is in the
| best interest of the Company and its ratepayers from the perspective of

reasonable rates and system reliability. Large investments have already
j been made in the two units. As of April 30, 1982 (hearings were com-
'

pleted on November 13, 1981), PECO estimated that $2.23 billion would be
spent at the Limerick site. Approximately $1.8 billion of that amount
represents the investment in Unit 1, which would be 76-79% complete.
The remaining $410 million is attributable to Unit 2, which PECO fore-
casts would be 42-43% complete.

1

When originally conceived and proposed, the Limerick project
was considered necessary to meet system demand, which was growing at 6%
annually and forecasted to be 7%. However, since approximately 1974,,

load growth has severely diminished. In this proceeding PECO has pro-
jected system load growth of 2.3-2.8% and the OCA's growth figures for
PECO range from 1.1% (base case) to -0.5% (conservation case). '

, ,

r

|- Generally, declining growth rates may translate into " excess"
i capacity if no response to reduce planned capacity additions is made by
I the utility. For PECO the late 1970's have been a period of large
i reserve capacity (PECO St. 2, p. 14). In 1973 PECO's reserve capacity
I was 10.7%. By 1977 the reserve margin was 39.3%, declining to 26.3% in

1980. The Company anticipates growth in peak demand of 100 MW annually
or an average growth factor of approximately 1.6%. Assuming the addi-
tion of Limerick Units 1 and 2 (1,055 MW per unit) in 1985 and 1987,
respectively, and Sales 2 in 1985 (474 MW), as well as the retirement of
1,215 MW of various oil and gas turbines, the Company anticipates reserves
of 36% in 1985 and 37% in 1988, declining slightly to 33% by 1990 (PECO
St. 2, Table II). These margins would be much higher without the retire;,

i ment of the fossil fuel plants prematurely, prior to the end of their
useful life. Prior to 1966 a reserve margin of 12-15% was considered

i adequate. Toncern in the 1960's about blackouts triggered a revised
requirement of a 20% margin. PJM's present reliability standard of
one day in ten years requires a reserve margin of 26.5% (See, Footnote 4,

i supra). The Commission held at R.I.D. 865 that an average reserve of
18% (range of 14-22%) was reasonable. Pennsylvania Public Utility
Commission v. Philadelphia Electric Co., R-79060865, 54 Pa.PUC 220, 226,
37 PUR 4th 381 (May 9, 1980).

No party to this investigation has attempted to justify the'
continued construction and completion of Limerick on the basis of grow-
ing system demand and the need to add new capacity. The central con-

,

1 troversy turns on whether the Limerick Units are the most reliable and
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economic method of replacing PECO's fossil fuel fired generation. The''

cost of continued use of the Company's fossil fuel plants, as contrasted
to replacement of these units with Limerick or some other alternative
(e.g., conservation, smaller coal-fired units, purchase of capacity at
PP&L's Susquehanna Steam Station), has been extensively debated by the;

parties.

Both PECO and the OCA, as well as the other parties, have
performed extensive analysis of the many options available to determine,

i which is the most cost effective. The conclusions reached by the parties
-

vary widely depending upon the assumptions made regarding the capital
and operating costs.of Limerick, outage rates, capacity factors, future
cost of fuel, PJM wholesale rates and a host of other factors. ALJi

j Klovekorn has performed an admirable job of distilling and discussing -

! the various proposals, and we shall not attempt to repeat his detailed
! discussion here, but shall instead summarize the positions of the parties.

Analyzing the 1980 through 1994 time frame, PECO witness
Lawrence claimed that completion of both units would result in savings
ranging from $1.9 to $7.5 billion depending upon the alternative studied.
Completion of Limerick Unit I and cancellation of Limerick Unit 2 without
replacen;ent would " cost" consumers $1,920,000,000 relative to completion
of both units, whereas cancellation of both limerick Units without
replacement would cost ratepayers an additional $7,470,000,000 in revenue; ,

requirements. Analysis of the alternatives to Limerick does not include
recognition of the additional capital costs associated with Limerick's
sunk investment of approximately $2.23 billion at April 30, 1982.,

Dr. Perl performed a second PECO study focusing on the coal alternative,

'-

only. The results of his statistical analysis are that the "most likely"
levelized cost of Limerick will be 13 cents per KWH. The cost of replace->

ment by coal is forecasted at 19.4 cents per KWH. Over the life of
Limerick, Dr. Perl claims, savings of $5.7 billion will accrue to rate-

| payers compared to reliance upon the coal capacity alternative.

Due to the computational and other errors discovered during
, the hearings, the OCA presented a progressive series of analyses. The
| " bottom line" of the OCA's positions, however, is a SOBIG computer run

by PECO witness Hieronymus which includes OCA assumptions regarding the
capital and operating costs of Limerick, capacity factor, PJM wholesale ,
rates and all other factors (PECO Exh. WH-3, Sch. G). The results
indicate savings ranging from $22 mill
value) under the conservation scenariog to $364 million (presentif one agrees with a prospec-,

tive average load growth rate of negative .5%. All other growth scenarios
_

indicate that completion of both units is the cheapest alternative.

,

I
,

j 16/ It should be noted that the estimates under the conservation' ,

case include savings to non-electric heating customers (oil and
gas customers) of approximately $2.3 billion and assumes rate-
payers pay all costs of conservation.

(
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The City of Philadelphia presented a conservation study modeled
after programs undertaken by the Tennessee Valley Authority and several.

west coast electric utilities and claimed that if an agressive conservation
program were implemented by PECO with expenditures of $45-60 million
annually, the need for Limerick Unit 2 would be offset with attendant

!savings of $445 million. This analysis covers the time frame 1982
|through 1989.
l

After hearing and considering all of the evidence presented,
ALJ Klovekorn concluded:

-

[T]here can be no doubt as to the economics of and
need for the completion of both Limerick units.
There has been no analysis presented which, using
plausible assumptions, has shown Limerick to be
uneconomic. Rather, all reasonable analyses have>

{ shown that Limerick will produce economic benefits
'

to ratepayers over any proposed alternative.
,

Recommended Decision at 238. The ALJ recommended that the plants be
brought on line as soon as possible and that the Commission monitor the
Company's progress.

As the above brief recitation of the evidence illustrates, the
"

range of forecasted savings is broad depending upon the assumptions made
and the alternatives studied. While we generally agree with the conclu-
sions of Administrative Law Judge Klovekorn, a short review of the
appropriateness of some of these adjustments is proper. Several of-

PECO's assumptions, specifically the $4.6 billion cost of Limerick, aa

70% capacity factor and a future load growth of 2.3%/2.6% (PECO/ PJM)
seem exaggerated. Limerick will likely cost more in the range of five
to six billion dollars with a mid point of $5.5 billion. A capacity

i factor of 60-65% is more realistic, although all nuclear power plants,
as Pennsylvania painfully learned at Three Mile Island, carry the po-,

! tential for lengthy and unpredictable shutdowrr. The ESRG (OCA) base
!

case load growth factor for PECO of 1.1% is reasonable, as is their PJM
; forecast. On the other hand, the OCA's forecast of a 14.7% discount
' rate, 14% inflation in O&M expense and $6.6 billion cost of Limerick

seem high, although the latter is not at all impossible. Our discussion _1
'

of the conservation issue may be found in a subsequent section.

Recovery of the existing investment at Limerick (sunk costs)
{ and the question of whether amortized expenses should be given rate base

treatment is a decision to be made by this Commission. Depending upon
the position taken, completion of one or both units may or may not be
economic, due to the magnitude of capital already invested at Limerick.
The treatment of sunk costs is, therefore, a key imput assumption..

PECO's total sunk investment in Limerick at April 30, 1982 was estimated
to be approximately $2.23 billion (PECO St. 11G, pp. 1-2) . Approximately
$410 million of that total represents PECO's investment in Limerick
Unit 2. It should be noted that recovery of sunk costs is an issue only

; if one (or both) of the units is cancelled.
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At this time, prior to the presentation of any claim by the
Company for recovery of the sunk costs, the Commission is not prepared

-

te definitively state how it will treat such costs. To do so might be
construed as prejudicial to the resolution of any claim the Company
might make in the future. We have no such desire and repudiate any such
intent. Further, an insufficient record exists to adjudge the issue
here. For the purposes of their analysis all parties have assumed sunk,

costs in Unit 2 of approximately $410 millica as of April 30, 1982.
This figure, however, is a projection and does not include any addi-
tional losses (e.g., cost to modify Limerick to a single unit station
and to terminate Unit 2) or gains (e.g., salvage) which may be attendant_

to cancellation. Further, the tax effect of abandonment is an important
factor which should be considered. Undoubtedly, there are other items
which are also relevant. The absence of these adjustments renders the
present record incomplete.

B. Financial Condition

The greatest impediment to a timely and, hence, econouic
completion of the Limerick units is the financial condition of the
Company. As the preceding discussion makes clear, the continued and
repeated delays of the project undertaken largely for financial reasons
has resulted in massive cost overruns and the resultant loss of savings'

which consumers might have realized. While there still do exist poten-
tial savings which we desire to retain for the benefit of consumers, we
are concerned that, given the present financial straits of PECO and the"

prospective improbability that such stress will abate until Unit 1 is on~'

line and in reflected rates, the cost savings claimed in this proceeding
will be diminished and deferred.

PECO's financial condition has deteriorated to a grossly
substandard level. As we noted in PECO's recent base rate proceeding,
Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v. Philadelphia Electric Company,

i

E 811626 (May 21, 1982), "PECO's most recent mortgage debt issue (April
1982) sold for 18.2%" and currently carries a BBB rating. In that
proceeding it was projected that without substantial rate relief earnings
per share would decrease from $2.26 in 1981 to $2.09 in 1982, and $1.75
in 1983, which would be insufficient to cover PECO's current $2.00
dividend. More importantly, interest coverage (with AFUDC) wculd fall

.

: to 2.03 times and 1.76 times in 1982 and 1983, respectively, and to 1.42'

times and 1.08 times without AFUDC. Despite our recent allowance of an
increase in annual operating revenues of approximately $221,708,000,
PECO's interest coverage is less than 2.7 times with AFUDC and is
dangerously close to those levels which will prevent the issuance of the
bonds necessary for the continued construction of both units. In light
of PECO's BBB rating, issuance of the amount of new bonds required to
finance construction on both units would certainly be at a high cost and
at great risk, which in turn would lead to a further downgrading of its
securities. PECO's current rate precludes inclusion of PECO's bonds in4

various institutional portfolios and any further downgrading would
further restrict the population of. investors willing or able to purenase
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those bonds.All Indeed, in 1974,1975and1980,BBBratedsecur{gfescould not be sold by a number of companies (PECO St.
-

13, p. 17).--

For 1981, the Company's achieved equity return was approximately
: 12%, although the Commission authorized return was 15.5% (PECO St. IA,t

Table 4). The Company's actual returns during the latter part of the
1970's and early 1980's place PECO "at or near the bottom of the actual
returns within the utility industry" (PECO St. 1, p. 7). Cash coverage
of its dividend in 1980 was only 1.06 times. In 1981 the Company in-
creased its dividend to $2.00 per share, only the second increase in

_ ten years (PECO St. 1, p. 8). PECO's 1981 equity offerings sold at a
mere 65% of book value per share (PECO Exh. JFB 1, Sch. 12, p. 13).
Should the market to book ratio fall much further, PECO may be unable to
issue additional equity shares because the cost, in terms of dilution to:

existing shareholders, would be prohibitive.

The single most important reason for PECO's present financial
ills is the large magnitude of its construction program. AFUDC repre-
sented a staggering 84% of PECO's 1981 earnings (PECO St. IA, Table 4).
Over the five year period ended 1980, cash as a percentage of construc-
tion expenditures averaged only 26% and in 1980 fell to 12% (PECO St. 13,
pp. 5-6). In 1981 this figure dropped to a dismal 5.2%. Nor will the
pressure of construction abate in the near future. PECO has budgeted an
$876 million construction budget for 1982, with an additional $870 million,

planned for 1983 (PECO St. lA, pp. 1-2).
'

The Company's financial plight endangers its construction'

program. Mr. Paquette stated on behalf of PECO that:
.

The Company has an urgent need for substantial rate
relief which is required to achieve an adequate rate
of return on our investment in electric facilities
serving the public and improve our extremely low
levels of internal cash flow and interest coverage
ratios. Unless we are able to substantially improve
our financial performance, I believe we will be
unable to continue to finance our planned construc-

. tion program. If that occurs, it could have severe,'
long-run adverse effects on our customers and the
entire Delaware Valley. -

!

17/ PECO's current rating by Standard and Poor of BBB represents
: a corporate bond of the lowest investment grade rating. A

decrease in rating to BB represents a speculative bond con-
sidered below investment grade.

18/ Unless otherwise noted, statement and exhibit references in this
section are from Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission v.,

'

Philadelphia Electric Company, R-811626.
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(Emphasis in original) PECO St. 1, pp. 3-4. In the rate case at R-811626
,

a major element of the " substantial rate relief" referred to by Mr. PaquetteI

was in the form of PECO's request to include $500 million of Limerick
related CWIP in rate base. The Company further stressed that allowance
of thelevel.ygyIPclaimwasnecessarytoimproveitsbondratingabovetheBBB-

If the Company cannot improve its bond rating above
BBB, I believe there is a serious possibility that

-
we would have to delay the Limerick project because
of our inability to sell additional cecurities in a
limited shrket.

(PECO St. 5, p. 5). We denied the Company's claim for ' inclusion of
Limerick-related CWIP in our Order at R-811626 for the reasons statedthere.

C. Commission Conclusion
.

We find that continued construction of both Limerick units
simultaneously is not in the public interest. The public interest
requires:

,
-.

19/ Mr. Paquette stated that with a revenue allowance of $238 million
at R-811626, substantially above that increase the Commission,

actually allowed PECO, "we would be able to temporarily delay"'

another downgrading. However, we would not expect to see an
improvement in our zating for some time to come" (PECO St. lA,
p. 5). The Company also stated that the ALJ's allowance of
almost $210 million would most likely occasion a downgrading,
because PECO's financial indicators for 1982 at that level of
revenues would be only marginally within indicators achieved
by other BBB companies. PECO Exceptions, at 1-27.

As was stated in the Moody's Bond Survey of February 8,1982 with
regard to PECO specifically:

Without CWIP in rate base, it would be difficult
.

to achieve adequate financial measurements and ,

internally generated funds for the continuing
heavy capital needs expected to total almost
$3.5 billion over the next four years.... Main-
tenance of the current "baa" rating is highly
doubtful if Limerick construction proceeds
according to the present schedule without CWIP
in rate base.

See, also, PECO Sts. 13 and 14. '

.
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a) Preservation of PECO's financial integrity;
.

b) Protection of the public from unjust and unreasonable
rate increases;

c) Protection of adequate service; and

d) Timely completion of Limerick Unit 1.

For these reasons, we find that either the cancellation or suspension of
_ construction at Limerick Unit 2 is in the public interest.

Given our inability and unwillingness to provide rate base
recognition of Limerick related CWIP at R-811626 and the resultant
probability that the Company's bond rating will not improve above its
present BBB and may in fact slide further, it would not be in the public
interest for the Company to continue present construction of Limerick
Unit 2. Were the Company to attempt the impossible feat of continuing
to build both units as scheduled, we believe the impact on PECO's finances
would be catastrophic and would occasion further slippage in coverages
and a downgrading of PECO's bond rating. This slide downward into a
financial abyss would in all likelihood preclude PECO's access to the
financial markets altogether. Even were the BBB rating maintained,
construction of both units could be accomplished only at an exorbitant,

cost of capital, as evidenced by PECO's most recent debt issuance at a
cost of 18.2%.

"

The only other meaningful alternative to adjusting the Limerick
... construction schedule is to recognize the capital costs of construction

in present rates by including the construction work in progress (CWIP)
in rate base. For the reasons we stated in our rate order at R-811626,
based upon the record adduced there, our statutory duty to protect the
public from unjust and unreasonable rate increases precludes this avenue
for PECO.

If we were to do nothing, allowing the Company to continue the
Sisyphean task of building both units simultaneously with endless delays
and attendant cost overruns, the ultimate cost of the plant could well

| be excessive and the resultant tariff charges, were the plant included
in rates, unjust and unreasonable. As of this point in time, customer

'
'

savings associated with the completion of the units still do exist,
albeit emaller in magnitude than if the original construction schedules
had been adhered to. Further delays of both units will only
erode, and might possibly extinguish, the remaining savings.2fyrther-

|
|

|
|

!

20/ The Company has estimated that a six month delay in completion
of the Limerick Units as a result of financial pressure would
add $250 million in costs (Tr. 1113).

.

|
,
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i To sanction the continued construction of both Limerick units*

under these circumstances could jeopardize PECO's ability to adequately
fund its continuing operations thereby resulting in a deterioration of
se rvice. We find the completion of both units by 1985 and 1987 is not
financially feasible if PECO is to insure the continued maintenance of

4

safe and reliable service to the public.
'

On the other hand, we are of the opinion that sufficient funds
at reasonable cost arofUnit1onschedulegypvailabletoallowPECOtocompleteconstructionand we encourage the Company to complete this-

- unit as rapidly as possible consistent with the public safety. In
reaching this conclusion we are driven by the desire to retain for
ratepayers the lower future revenue requirements and customer savings
which both the Company and the OCA have identified in their various
computer models relative to any plausible alternative, including con-
tinued reliance on fossil fuel fired capacity.

Having decided that <:entinued construction of Unit 2 at the
present time is not in the puulic interest, we are of the opinion that
it.is proper to defer to Company management the decision as to whether'

construction on Unit 2 should be suspended or cancelled. This decision
is properly within the domain of management and an area into which we do'

not desire to intrude.
. -

However, in view of the above findings, at the present time
and before Unit 1 is completed, we declare that we shall not approve any
new securities issuances, the proceeds of which would be used, in whole ',

or part, for construction at Unit 2 and, further, we shall deny recovery
of AFUDCp
is sought)E2pny additional investment in Unit 2 (at such time as recoverypending completion of Unit 1. We will also permit the--

Company to finance and accrue AFUDC on the incremental costs attendant
to shutting down construction at Unit 2 and maintaining that unit in a
safe condition pending the resumption of construction should the Company
opt to suspend construction at that unit. The former may include items
such as: the cost of terminating presently cffective construction
contracts; protecting the site from the elements; or completing certain
portions of the project so that construction may be resumed efficiently.
The latter would encompass any additional investment necessary to protect
the safety of the public or the construction employees.

21/ We deem PECO's currently scheduled in-service date for Unit I of
1985 to be appropriate.

22/ We will allow PECO to continue to accumulate AFUDC on the existing |
CWIP balance at the Unit, if it elects to suspend construction.

,

Under our Uniform System of Accounts AFUDC may not be accumulated
if Unit 2 is cancelled and, hence, no longer under construction.

.
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D. Legal Authority
.

In view of the unique nature of these proceedings, we deem it
appropriate to clearly set forth the legal authority upon which this
decision is grounded. It has been repeatedly held that the Commission
has exclusive, original jurisdiction over the reasonableness, adequacy,
and sufficiency of public utility service. Elkin v. Bell Telephone,
491 Pa. 123, 420 A.2d 371 (1980); Duquesne Light Co. v. Borough of
Monroeville, 449 Pa. 573, 298 A.2d 252 (1972); Allport Water Authority v.
Winburne Water Co. , 258 Pa. Superior Ct. 555, 393 A.2d 673 (1978);

, _ Elkin v. Bell Telephone, 247 Pa. Superior Ct. 505, 372 A.2d 1203 (1977).

The Commission's jurisdiction to supervise the operations of
public utilities is clearly expressed in the Public Utility Code.
Section 501 of the Code, 66 Pa. C.S. 5501, provides in pertinent part:

(a) Enforcement of provisions of part. In
addition to any powers expressly enumerated in
this part, the commission shall have full power
and authority, and it shall be its duty to enforce,
execute and carry out, by its regulations, orders,
or otherwise, all and singular, the provisions of

. this part, and the full intent thereof; and shall
have the power to rescind or modify any such'

regulations or orders. The express enumeration
of the powers of the commission in this part shall
not exclude any power which the commission would

- otherwise have under any of the provisions of this
:s part.

(b) Administrative authority and regulations.
The commission shall have general administrative
power and authority to supervise and regulate
all public utilities doing business within this
Commonwealth. The commission may make such regu-
lations, not inconsistent with law, as may be
necessary or proper in the exercise of its powers

| or for the performance of its duties. (Emphasis
,; added).

|

The character of the service which must be provided by a public utility|

is defined in Section 1501 of the Code, 66 Pa. C.S.-51501, which provides cin pertinent part: '

,

Every public utility shall furnish and ma'in-
-

tain adequate, efficient, safe, and reasonable
service and facilities, and shall make all such
repairs, changes, alterations, substitutions,
extensions, and improvements in or to such servic'e
and facilities as shall be necessary or proper for
the accommodation, convenience, and safety of its
patrons, employees, of the public. Such service
also shall be reasonably continuous and without
unreasonable interruptions or delay. Such service

- 26 -
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and facilities shall be in conformity with the
*

regulations and orders of the commission....
(Emphasis added).

,

The standards by which the rates charged by a utility must be
evaluated by the Commission are set forth in Section 1301 of the Code,
66 Pa. C.S. 11301, which provides:

.

Every rate made, demanded, or received by any
public utility, or by any two or more public

_ utilities jointly, shall be just and reasonable,
and in conformity with regulations or orders of
the commission. Only public utility service,

"

being furnished or rendered by a municipal
corporation, or by the operating agencies of
any municipal corporation, beyond its corporate
limits, shall be subject to regulations and
control by the commission as to rates, with
the same force, and in like manner, as if such
service were rendered by a public utility.
(Emphasis added).

Taken together, these sections provide the Commission with the
power and authority to supervise and regulate the rates and service of,

i all public utilities subject to its jurisdiction. Each utility is
required to provide service which is adequate, efficient, safe, and
reasonably continuous. At the same time, the rates charged for that,

service must be just and reasonable.
.

.

It is our view that this investigation goes to the very core
of PECO's ability to fulfill its obligation to render adequate service
at reasonable rates at present, while the Company is involved in the
construction of both Einerick units, and later, after the units have
been completed. The findings set forth in this Order clearly support
this conclusion. We would be derelict in our duty to protect the rate-
payer, if we declined to act.

Naving undertaken this investigation and having made thei

! various findings alluded to, we find it appropriate to issue this order
in accordance with Section 331(f) of the Code, 66 Pa. C.S 1331(f),
which authorizes us to issue a declaratory order to terminate a contro-
versy or remove uncertainty.

Section 1903 of the Code, 66 Pa. C.S. 11903, requires this
Commission to register a securities certificate if we find the issuance
of the securities proposed therein is necessary or proper for the present
and probable future capital needs of the public utility filing the
certificate. Based on the record established in this proceeding, which
we believe reflects the present and possible future capital needs of
PECO in regard to the simultaneous construction of Units 1 and 2, we
declare that at this time the approval of new securities issuances to'
finance construction of Unit 2 would be neither necess,ary, proper, nor
in the public interest. Therefore, no new securities issuances should
be approved to finance Unit 2, and further, we must deny recovery of
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AFUDC on any additional investment in Unit 2 pending completion of
Unit 1..

1We are of the opinion that we would be remiss if we did not
t

declare these conclusions in this Order. We believe that the public
interest demands that we exercise our discretion and issue this declara- ;

tory order so that PECO can take appropriate action in response.

IV. Conservation
~

As was stated earlier,-a portion of PECO's experienced decline
in consumption and load growth has been due to a commendable effort on
the part of PECO's customers to conserve electricity. Several parties
to this proceeding, OCA, the City and CEPA, have set forth conservation
and alternate energy source programs which they claim are feasible and
lower cost alternatives to the completion of Limerick. However, the
record developed on these programs is not sufficient for us to initiate
specific programs at this time. There are still too many unanswered
questions regarding the potential costs and benefits of the proposed
con'servation options and alternate energy sources, as well as unforeseen
institutional barriers. We must be confident that these programs are
the most desirable supply options available.

Throughoutbhisproceeding,PECOhasbeencriticizedfor'

failing to pursue an active conservation program (e.g. City H.B. pp. 21-26;
OCA M.B. pp. IV 34-45; CEPA M.B., pp. 60-63; Keystone M.B., pp. 14-25),
and unfavorable comparisons have been drawn between PECO's expenditures

! -

in this area and those of several other utilities. We did not intend toa

reach a conclusion as to the adequacy of PECO's past and current conser-
vation programs. However, we strongly urge PECO to develop and implement
aggressive conservation and alternate energy programs to offset future
energy demands.

To these ends we will direct PECO to pursue an aggr-ssive
conservation program designed to substantially offset the suspension or
cancellation of Limerick Unit 2. Further, we will direct the Secretary
to open an investigation docket in order to develop a Commission policy,
applicable to all electric utilities, whereby regulatory incentives
would be afforded to any cost-effective conservation inducing investment ~
designed to lower a utility's need to install additional capacity;
THEREFORE,

IT IS ORDERED:
:

1. That the Philadelphia Electric Company inform us of its
decision to suspend or cancel construction at Limerick Unit 2, in light
of the conclusions of this Opinion and Order, within 120 days of the
entry of this Opinion and Order and provide an ezplanation thereof.

2. That the Philadelphia Electric Company pursue an aggressive
conservation program designed te substantially offset the suspension or
cancellation of Limerick Unit 2 in consultation with our Bureau of
Conservation, Economics and Energy Planning. The Company shall submit
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c.n initial conservation program plan within 120 days of the entry of
this Opinion and Order. ;

.

.

!3. That the Secretary immediately open an investigation
docket the purpose of which is to develop a Commission policy, appli-
cable to all electric utilities, whereby regulatory incentives would be
afforded to any cost-effective conservation inducing investment designed,

to lower a utility's need to install additional capacity.
4. That at a minimum the aforementioned investigation should

address: conservation financing programs for residential and small
commercial customers, joint customer / company financed alternate supply
projects, rate induced or company controlled load management programs
with corresponding investment programs, appropriate company informa-
tional activities required to support the company's programs, any
necessary changes in existing service regulations in order to ensure
efficient utilization of electricity, and any legislation which may be
necessary to implement or enhance conservation or provide alternative
supply opportunities.

5. That the Secretary invite all interested electric
utilities or other parties to participate and direct the Commission's
Bureau of Conservation, Economics and Energy Planning to actively par-
ticipate in the investigation.

,

6. That the Initial Decision of Administrative Law Judge
Joseph Klovekorn is adopted to the extent consistent with this Opinion
and Order.-

.

BY THE COMM SION,
.

.

Jerry Rich
Secretary

.

(SEAL) '

| ORDER ADOPTED: May 7, 1982

ORDER ENTERED: August 27, 1982

|
'

.
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COFD1ISSION, et al.
V.

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY
R-811626

Limerick Nuclear Generating Station Investigation

_ CONCURRING OPINION OF COMMISSIONER JAMES H. CAWLEY

I supported the Chairman's' motion in this case, the
intent of which is carried out in this Order, but I feel com-
pelled to express my misgivings about this action.

I believe that if we were to base our determination inthis proceeding strictly upon the record evidence, this Com-
mission should have reached the same conclusion as the
Administrative Law Judge. At page 245 of his Recommended
Decision the Judge states, "the timely completion of Limerick
Units I and II is in the best interests of PECO and its rate-payers." No one.knows what the future will bring, but, based*

upon the information available to us today, there does not
appear to be an economical alternative to Limerick.

Unfortunately, we cannot make decisions of this magnitude"

in a vacuum. The Company's ability to proceed with this,

project is inextricably linked to the amount of rate relief
which it receives. The company has stated on the record here
that maintenance of its construction schedule assumes adequate
rate allowances.

This Commission, in the Company's last rate case, voted
to disallow the Company's claim for major project construction
work in progress (CWIP) related to the Limerick Project (:my
views on the subject of CWIP, as stated in that rate case,
are attached hereto as an appendix). By so doing the Com-
mission rejected a significant portion of the Company's totalI

rate increase request.

| It would be foolish for this Commission not to consider
the potential impact of this disallowance in its deliberations
on the Limerick investigation. Likewise, I believe it would
be foolish for the company not to carefully weigh this action
in its decision to either cancel, suspend, or proceed with the
construction of Unit II.

I
.

JA:4ES H. CAWLEY, COMMISSIONER

E A7 JL
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PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION, et al.
V.

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY
R-011626

.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER CAWLEY CONCERNING CONSTRUCTION
WORK IN PROGRESS (CWIP):

-

When discussing the subject of construction work in
'

progress (CWIP), I am reminded of a conversation between California
Governor Jerry Brown and Robert Batinovich. Brown was trying to

!

persuade Batinovich to accept a position on the California Public
Utilities Commission. As Batinovich recalls it, Brown said,
"It's a terrible job. You won't please anybody, but it has to be
done and I want you to do it."

.

Should CWIP be included in an electric utility's rate
base?,

.

Using the premise that a primary objective of rate

regulation is assuring that utility companies are able to pursue
all capital programs necessary to assure reliable electricity
supply at a minimum cost, CWIP SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS ONE OF

SEVERAL REGULATORY TOOLS THAT CAN BE USED TO THIS END. A decision

on CWIP can only be evaluated in the context of the Commission's

entire set of regulatory policies, including policies on allowed
rate of return, rate base assessment, suspension periods, etc.

The arguments on both sides of the CWIP issue have

matured to a point where new perspectives are infrequent. The

opposition cf CWIP is generally on the grounds of: '

'

.

.

.
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.

1. INTERGENERATIONAL INEQUITIES--Current consumers, .

should not pay for a plant from which they may not be around to
benefit.

2. "USED AND USEFUL" CRITERION--Strict interpretation

of this regulatory principle can lead one to a conclusion that

because construction programs are not yet "used and useful" they
should not be allowed in the rate base.

3. AVERCH-JCENSON PHENOMENON--This concept, developed

in the early 1960's, maintains that the utilities will invariably
seek to overbuild their systems. The financial disincentive of
not. allowing CWIP in the rate base is seen as counteracting this
tendency.

4. ANTI-NUCLEAR AND ANTI-CENTRAL STATION BIAS--Anti-
,

nuclear interests have used the CWIP issue to retard construction-
-

of new nuclear plants. The relatively lengthy construction,

cycles of nuclear power plants make them more subject to problems
'

of inadequate internal cash generation if the utility constructing
the plant does not have CWIP in the rate base. This explains

much of the opposition to CWIP in jurisdictions with nuclear power
| plants planned or under construction.

5. CWIP INCREASES RATES--A switch to CWIP on a giVen,

! system will generally cause rates to rise for some period of
time. Although the early rate increases associated with an_I

l
'

particular plant will be offset by decreases in subsequent years,
! this causes CWIP to be perceived as anti-consumer.

|

-2-
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For each of these arguments against CWIP there are
.

corresponding arguments in favor of CWIP:

1. NEW CONSTRUCTION SERVES EXISTING RATEPAYERS--The

intergenerational inequity and "used and useful" objections to
CWIP are generally countered with arguments that the need to meet

_ the power demands of current ratepayers leads to the need for new

plants, and, the'refore, current ratepayers should shoulder their
share of the burden. Others make statistical arguments that the

majority of ratepayers will stay on the system through a normal
construction cycle.

2. THE AVERCH-JOHNSON PHENOMENON IS NO LONGER APPLI-

CABLE--Even if it did apply in the early 1960's, there is little
;

current credibility to the A-J phenomenon given the current> '

depressed financial condition of the industry.
-

3. CWIP DOES NOT INCREASE RATES OVER TIME--Even..

though it can increase rates in the short term, CWIP will not.

increase rates in the long term or increase the net present value
of all future rates paid.

4. INCLUSION OF CWIP LOWERS THE COST OF CAPITAL--This

argument augments the point that CWIP does not increase rates on

a net present value basis and has been the focus of substantial

statistical analysis.

5. CWIP GIVES A MORE " MARKET-LIKE" SIGNAL TO CONSLHERS--

With CWIP in the rate base, electricity prices are a closer
surrogate to marginal cost pricing in many circums*mces. This

is an interesting argument in concept, but its validity is a

.

-3-
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function of the particular circumstances of any given utility..

It is probably most appropriate for utilities which do not have
oil and natural gas generation in baseload since this can cause
long run marginal cost to be less than average cost.

It is unlikely that these arguments will ever lead to a,

- satisfactory resolution of whether CWIP is innately fair and
equitable. It is far more important not to lose sight of the
vital issue of how necessary future system expansion will be
accomplished. We could better spend our time focusing on whether

undue and unnecessary financial constraints are leading us toward

a future of insufficient electricity supply and the attendant
problems of unnecessarily high electricity prices, unnecessarily

' high oil consumption and reduced economic growth. These questions

~

transcend the close-in arguments on CWIP that turn on relatively
technical points of consumer discount rates and impacts on cost,

of capital.

If current financial constraints will prevent utilities
,

from making prudent investments in the best interest of ratepayers,
the rate regulatory policy must adjust. Clearly, such rhance is~

,

in the best interest of both the consumer and the investor.
'

CWIP is one of several tools that can and should be used to mahte
this judgment.

I believe that an electric utility should finance its
construction program without charging current customers for the

financing of construction as long as such financing is cost
effective. However, in recent years, the costs of construction

-4-
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programs have increased to the point that continued reliance only
.

on internally generated funds (without CWIP and with a reasonable

return on equity), borrowed funds .and stock sales, is often

unsatisfactory. When this occurs, necessary construction projects
.

either postponed or the utility's security rating falls,are

-

driving borrowing costs up.

When utilities face coverage problems, we are forced to

choose between increasing the utility's allowed rate of return to

an unrealistically high level or including CWIP (or some portion
of CWIP) in the rate base.

Given a need to improve cash flow or coverage, including

CWIP in the rate base benefits consumers in two ways, relative to

, arbitrarily increasing the allowed return on common equity.
First, upon completion of the asset, it will be put in the rate

~

base at a lower amount than if AFUDC had been accrued. This
,

should lead to lower future rates. Second, there is an income

tax advantage associated with interest payments. Since current

ratepayers are providing a return on the CWIP, they should also

benefit from any available tax deductions for interest expense..

Alternatively, we could improve an electric utility's

financial rating by increasing the overall rate of return. Since

the coupon rate on both bonds and preferred stock is fixed,

increases in the overall rate of return can only be accomplished

by allowing substantial increases in the return on common equity.

Allowing unreasonably high returns on common equity violates the

regulatory principle that calls for only reasonable returns on
.

invested capital.
,

.

-5-
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; To the extent that ratepayers pay financing costs on
uncompleted projects, they are paying for assets that are not at
that moment used and useful. However, as noted previously,
inclusion of CWIP in the rate base may be the best remedy for a

cash flow or coverage problem, a cure for which ultimately benefits
- ratepayers.

The regulatory process works best when all considerations
to an issue are weighed. We should not be restricted with mandated
requirements. We should have flexibility to rule as circumstances
and the record before us dictate.

However, before this regulatory tool can be used with

any effectiveness in Pennsylvania, important legislation is
~

' needed.

This Commission (or some other appropriate agency)
should be given the authority to approve large construction,

projects at their inception--so-called " certificate of need"
legislation.

:

Then, as the project progresses, periodic re-approvals
should be required. A Commonwealth-appointed (and paid) construc-

tion engineer should be onsite at all times so that the Commission

could be independently assured of the accuracy of completion
estimates, the necessity for cost overruns, and the like.

As the quid p_r,o_ guo, the utility would be permitted aro

percentage of CWIP depending on the percentage of construction
completed.

-6-
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. Projects presently underway would require special.

treatment.

This proposal has several advantages.
The principal point is tM s: It is in evervone's

best interest to complete needed plant as quickly as possible
_ in times of inflation.

Investo'r capital (if the project is not to be entirely
financed with CWIP, which is probably the more prudent course)

will be more easily obtained at lower cost if ratepayers demon-
~

strate financial resolve to speed completion of the project.
If CWIP is utilized, less money will be borrowed and

therefore less interest will be paid.
*

When the' plant is completed and allowed in rate base,
its value for purposes of return g the investment will be far
less, as will the returns g the investment (depreciation expense),

and tax expense.
|

1

In short, there will not be the sudden and dramatic

jump in rates as presently occurs when the actual construction *

costs plus accumulated and compounded carrying charges go into,

the rate base upon completion of a project.

Perhaps most importantly, if, because of a decline 'in

growth or customer usage, or because of a lack of Nuclear Regu-

latory Commission approval, or because of many other unforeseen

difficulties, the plant is no longer needed or capable of operating,
this proposal would detect such an eventuality sooner in order to .

stop, postpone, or end the project before any more money is
,

,

poured into it.
,

(
-7-
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Thoughtful consideration to the details of this proposal
.

is required, and legislative hearings before drafting legislation
is essential. This would provide an opportunity for comments and
suggestions from interested parties.

Unless this kind of legislation is forthcoming, I
cannot support CWIP for major project construction, even though I_

firmly believe that CWIP can be very beneficial to ratepayers and
utilities alike.

As was said in a utility regulation treatise in 1941:
"It should be borne in mind, by those in charge of the adminis-

tration of the laws, that the course which may be popular at the
moment may be neither just nor for the best interest of the

,public in the long run."

For these reasons, my position is this:
'

l. Whenever their financial position permits, we,

should require utilities to finance construction programs without
the inclusion of CWIP in rata base.

2. However, when the use of these traditional financing
methods creates severe financial problems for a utility, proposals

to include some CWIP in the rate base--without corresponding
offsets for AFUDC--should not be rejected out of hand. Howeve'r,

certificate of need/CWIP legislation must exist before major
project CWIP can be utilized in order to mitigate or prevent
financial calamity.

3. In instances where a utility cannot meet financial

tests without including a portion of CWIP or being allowed an

- 8, -
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inordinately high rate of return, it is preferable to include.

,

some CWIP in the rate base without AFUDC offsets.
4. CWIP should not be used as a technique to cure all

~

uti1ity ills, but rather should be applied judiciously in concert
; .

with a determination of a realistic rate of return on equity.
Rates should be designed and perform so that a utility can maintain
its bond rating a'nd be able to sell common stock without dilution

of the ownership of present stockholders (meaning the market / book

ratio of the company's shares must equal at least 1; if the
shares are selling for less than the book value of a share, the
ratio will be less than 1).

5. Utility ratemaking practices should not.be adopted

that would tend to absolve utility management from pursuing-

improvements in performance. It is the responsibility of utility.
,

management to pursue construction project completion and general,

operations in an effective, efficient manner.
i

6. Statues should not be enacted that prescribe the
ratemaking treatment of CWIP for utilities. CWIP treatment

should remain a matter of regulatory discretion, which should not
be foreclosed by legislation.

-

May 7, 1982

r

!

.
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OPINION OF CD>B!ISSIONERLINDA C. TALIAFERRO

I-80100341 - LIMERICK NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION INVESTIGATION

When I began my term as a Commissioner, I was given some ad-

-

vice, namely, to never compromise principles but where and if neces-
sary, to compromise only on que'stions of tactics.

One of the principles in which I strongly believe is main-
.

taining the integrity of the administrative process and procedural
--

safeguards followed by thi's Commission for our investigations, and
,

rate cases, and rulemaking procedures, and informal investigations.

All of these proceedings are done in accordance with publicly avail-
able, published rules and regulations which are largely modeled
upon the practices of the Judiciary.

"

The controversy presently surrounding this investigation into.

Limerick is, in my view, largely still a reflection of strong feel-
ings existing in this State as in other parts of this Nation about

i using nuclear power to generate electricity. As I see it, this is|

primarily because of most people's safety-related questions or

The feelings run strong for both the Pro as well as theconcerns.

Anti-nuclear positions. However, the safety question or questions
are not before this Commission -- can not legally be reviewed and

ruled upon by this Commission and, properly, were not addressed by
the Administrative Law Judge. Nor shall I address such issues.

.

The " jury" for these pressing question (s,) concerning nuclear safety,

and reliability, namely -- the NRC 'and the U.S. Congress, are still

.

e
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."' ' Limerick Investigation ' Page .Two of *Fiva*

. , ,

,' out . debat'ing. I join many of you in wishing that this. .

Country could get on with the business of doing something about
these questions, rather than debating.

However, be that as it may, I set aside the safety-related.

questions to only focus on the issues before this Commission as a
- result of our initiated investigation into Limerick. The questions

this Commission asked are spelled out on pages one through three

of the Initial Decision. As usual, all interested groups were free

.
to participate in this investigation, to have their say regardless

'

of age, race, creed, financial status. Several thousand pages of

transcript and documents exchanged hands among parties, were reviewed

by them and our Adhinistrative Law Judge, Joseph Klovekorn.
'

The hearings for this investigation into Limerick Stat' ion

were conducted by on'e of the best Administrative Law Judges at the,

PUC. His opinion has been written and the record he compiled I have'

I
reviewed. Beginning at page 30 of that Necision and continuing as

on page 54, and at page 70 and at page 147 and again at page 153,

154, 155, this Administrative Law Judge answers each question care-

fully, thoughtfully, reasonably.

I have reviewed his answers and I hope both he and I are..
proven wrong -- I really do. But I can find no legal reason to

'

arbitrarily set aside his decision, developed carefully and in ac-
| cordance with the existing regulatory law, rules and procedures.

Therefore, while I can support wholeheartedly paragraph six of the

motion and do vote ",yes" as to that part, I cannot support paragraphs ,'
| 1-4, and I cannot do so for the following reasons: '

.

| -

'

,
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Limerick Investigation Page Three of Five
'. *

AS TO MOTION PARAGRAPH 1

The United States Supreme Court has long established the

legalguidelines,whichareconsistenk)withrelevant, applicable
economic principles. I am referring to the Hope and 31uefield

1/ ~
-

- cases which spelled out that the criteria of reasonableness to be
~

followed and applied by State Public Utility Commissions requires '

that the feturns allowed to utility equity owners be sufficient:

-- to maintain the credit of the enterprise
and confidence in -its financial integrity;

-- to permit the entegrise to attract the.

required capital on reasonable terms; and

-- to provide the enterprise and its investors
-

an opportunity to earn a return on the value of,

the property used and useful in ?roviding the
utility service commensurate with the returns
available on' investments in other enterprises,

,

!. having corresponding risks.

| The three tests telling independe,nt utility regulatory

bodies what we must do are all interrelated and stand in direct
contradiction to line one, paragraph one of the Motion which says
"

particularly the Commission's . inability and unwillingness to.. .

provide necessary revenues to complete both units . In my"
. ..

opinion this could clearly be viewed as to constitute a basis fo'r.
reversible error by the Courts; let alone to be against our oath

|
of office.

. .

1/ FPC v. Hope Natural Gas Co., 320 US 591, 88 L.Ed 333; 51.PUCINS) 192, 200, 201 (1944).
'Bluefield Water Works 5 Improvement Co. v. West Virginia Public~ Service Commission, 2b2 U5 079, 092-3, 67 L.Ed.ll76, PUC 1923D 20-21.

I
*

l

.

f
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Limerick Investigation Page'Four of Five
"

: *

AS TO MOTION PARAGRAPH 2

In my view, there is little dispute as to the proper treat-
ment to be accorded by this Commission for all sunk costs associated,

therewith. I refer particularly to the Initial Decision of the Ad-

ministrative Law Judge at pages 202-209, wherein the strong posi-
-

tion of the Consumer Advocate's Office on these points is closely
scrutinized.

The ALJ says:

The carrying costs associated with sunk invest-
ment are.not avoided or made to disappear simply
because (this) Commission non-recognition upon
Limerick termination.

* As the OCA witness, Mr. Czahar stated these,

costs are very substantial and very real. (TR
3495). ,,

,

If not recognized in the revenue requirement
analysis, these costs are simply as borne by the-

investors. However, the Commission is obligated,
both under PA statute law and the Federal Consti-tution, to consider the interests of investors

! as'well as those of rate payers. Commission action(see Motion Paragraph 1) which would threaten a
utility's financial integrity as would, .,

' . .

disallowance of carrying costs on sunk investment
. would not be in the public interest.. .

As to the sunk costs themselves, at p. 208 the ALJ shows_how

the Consumer Advocate's own position is pierced by the Consumer

Advocate's own expert witness' words taken from the transcript at
(TR 2111-2113).

Finally, there is the additional comparison developed by
OCA's Expert Witness which established that when one compared the

.

,

revenue requirements necessary for completing both Units I and II
.

.

(

l
-

O
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Limerick' Investigation Page Five of Five
,

and even OCA assumed the inclusion of an allowance of 60% CWIP

for the 1982-86 period, with the 1979 present revenue requirements
for only completing Unit I. (Schedule E, OCA Statement 2-B). Th'e

results were $22,340 and $22,341, respectively. Translated into
-

plain English, the total revenue requirements are approximately
equal. So, in my view, anyone who has the mistaken impression that

,

cancellation saves ratepayers or investors money, or is in any way
an economic advantage to someone is, in my view, mistaken. However,

I can hope that I am proven wrong. For all Pennsylvania ratepayers
of any PA utility, I hope that I am wrong.

.

-AS TO MOTION PARAGRAPH 3 --

As for thi2. paragraph, in my view, it is redundant, merely
-

restating the obvious fact that if Unit II is suspended, no new
securities for it will be needed. However, the AFUDC -- so-called

" funny money" to investors continues to accrue.

For the above reasons, I dissent from Paragraphs 1-3 but I
support paragraph 6 of the Motion.

.

O

I

_ l'

j/' Commissioner y
J

!
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SUBJECT: Notice of Intent to Issue a Department of the Ar=y Per it to x[.~. . .

7[, Tesbasiny Water Resources Authority. Application No. HAPOP-R-80-

g T34-3 for inta.ke structure. Point Pleasant Diversion ProjeR, ''
& {DelavareRiver,BucksCounty,Pennsylvani(

.

.

-

2.
*

i-- . --.- .
' ' ' '

|(Q.~ ' '
'

Mr. Hovard N. Larsen .- _
,

Re51onal 1)irector -'-

E U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service -

'

One Gatevay Center.

: Newton'. Corner , MA 02158
* " . '.
, =.C. ...

', = .' ' . *';~ 1.

%h; -

,

'
"

,
- :

. .:: '

s
.w/ Dear Mr. Larsen:

. . .

. - .

7:-- There has been an extended exchange of correspondence between the Corps and the
~~

E' Service concerning the above project, specifically with respect to the Service's

i.. objection to issuance of a per=it for the intake. Your 23 July 1982 letter
R.. _ confimed this continuing objection; the Service's 3 August 1982 letter indicates

f. ~ that you consider the per=it to involve =atters of national policy.
P. s. ~e 'y ,-
D.T Ve have reviewed your letters on Point Tleasant and find that they reflect a
G there,uch knowledge of the case, de.veloped over many years. -Your nu=erous
E references to studies, reports. correspondence, and _our =eetings indicate that

" the Sers-ice is as well info-~a as the Cores on this pro.ieet , and that all -

~
infor=atics aMilable to us has"been equa.lly available _to you. Tne reasons given

" '?or the Service objection have been so numerous and diverse as to t:ske precise
responses difficult. We have, however, tried to ansver your concerns through our
own letters and those of the applicant's engineer and the applicant's attorney.

At this ti=e ve have atte=pted to reach the essence of .your objection. We have.

done so by reference to the reco==endations in youi principal letters of-
,

p. 19 June 1961, 26 March 1982, and 12 July 1982, that is:
.
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P.r. Bovard B. Larsen
'

T'. Therefo. e, ve reco= mend that issuance of *

the requested per=it be held in abeyance
- until we have had the opportunity to ,

provide you our co=nents based on receipt
of your assess =ent of the above cumulative

. effect relationship. (6/19/81)
_

We, therefore, continue to recon =end that

-
issuance of the Depart =ent of the Ar=y .

per=it be held in abeyance until we have *.
-

had the opportunity to provide you our
co=sents based on receipt of your assess-

-

ment of the cu=ulative effect relationship.

(3/26/82)...
,

. . . ve continue to reco= mend that issuance-

of the requested Depart =ent of the Ar=y
- per=it be held in abeyance until ve have

had an opportunity to provide you vith our
,

i - report on project effects on fish and vild-,

- life based in large part upon receipt of s
your independent evaluation of the cu=ulative>

3
- effect on water quality. We vould appreciate,

receiving copies of or references to that
' " infor=ation upon which your inclusion on

-

cu=ulative i= pact is based. (7/12/82).

._Ve perceive vour opinion to be, not that the Point Pleasant project is, in and

. cf itself, _ standing alone, a harmful undertaking, but that the project , coupled
3-ith other depletions. vill contribute to di=inished vater cualit_v_ by further
lovering oxygen levels and by allowing c-e*gr salinity intrusion._ We are

'
pleased T,o furnia.h you a brief s"-- = y of how your co=nents nave teen. con!.ider ed
r.r.d a statement of our findin5s in regard to your objection.

TIh* DINGS

The expressiens "cu=ulative i._ pact" and "cu=ulative effect" are used in your-

letters. Cu=ulative i= pact is defined by the Council on Environmental Quality
in their regulations at ho C B 1508.7:

.
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Hr. Hovard E. Larsen

'Cu=ulative i= pact' is the i= pact on the
envirocme=t which results from the -

incremental iw of the action when ,

added to cther past, present, and
. . . reasdna.bly foreseeable future actions

' egardless of what agency (Federal orr
non-Federal) or person undertakes such

- ether actions. Cu=ulative i= pacts can
2',esult from individually minor but -

collectively significant actions takins *

place over a period of time.1
-

Purther, " Effects and i= pacts as used in these regulations are synonomous',"
(LO CFR 1508.8 (b)).

,

In certain enviro-stal situations, such as those involving placement of fin
in vetlands, "cu=ulative i= pact" =ust be given great veight in deciding whether
or not to issue a pe =1t. This is so because of the virtually irretrievable
nature of the action to be taken, and the likelihood for continuing and
repetitive si=ilar acticas. The demand for premium vaterfront property makes,

plain, for exa=ple, that a 500 acre vetland can be irretrievably lost, through s
issuance of successive per=its to different developers, 50 acres at a time.

-

*'e find no such situation here. No irretrievable co==itment is being made; on,.

the contrary, the withdraval of vat r can be centrolled or curtailed at any time
"by the flick of a svitch. ~Further, there are no pending recuests for si-4 9.r '

vithcravels of water and nene are anticipated. In assessing "et ulative i= pact"
in this case, all past and present withdravals have been taken into accouni, _and

Qure v1thdravais e~ rot " reasonably foreseeable," (40 CFR 1508.7). In su=, we

,h, ave considered the "cunulative i= pact" of the work and find as a fact 'that it is
net a vstic ceterrent in T,his case..

-

- ._

Ve have not issued the requested pe =it, but we intend to do so. We vill of_
cou.rse be svided by the 2 Julv lo82 MRon Corns per=its. in T. nit connection, ve

~

,,,,,,, ee no basis for elevation of this case, bAuse there is no need for poliev levejss

rev.iew of issues of national importance. _On the centrarv. the issues here involve
atters of fact peculiar to the Delavare River, and they are best decided by those

closest to the scene. The HOA in its first statement of policy, (Sa), says thatl
- Wfina.L per=it decision " vill be made by the District Engineer t ur.) in the vast

n.Ucrity of cases." We believe that this is such a case. ~ '

_

Sincerely,
. e

4

i

a q. .

RO ER L. BALDWIN
Lieutenant Colonel, Corps of Engineers~

District Engineer
, ,
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Philadelphia Electric Comp.r.y ~ CIVIL SECTION

Mr. D. Marano 3{p gjggy 1

(2301 Market Street
UT9Philadelphia, PA 19101 -

,

I"" '" ........)
Dear Mr. Marano:

Enclosed in duplicate is your Department of Environmental
Resources Water Obstruction and Encroachment Permit.

.

The executed copy of the permit to be retained by you will
not become effective until the file copy is signed by the permittee
or an authorized agent of the permittee and returned to this office.,

'

When a contractor / engineer has been chosen to perform the work
authorized by this permit, the " Acknowledgement of Apprisal of
Requirements of Permit" form should be completed by the
contractor / engineer and returned as indicated.

When the project has been completed in accordance with the plans
approved and authorized by this permit, the permittee or authorized
agent of the permittee should complete the " Water Obstruction and
Encroachment Permit Completion Report" form and return it to this
office.

Si elyj

'' '
,

R. Timothy Weston
Associate Deputy ecretary

for Resources nagement

Enclosures

.

e'

.

_ _ ___ _ __
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# COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

WATER OBSTRUCTION AND ENCROACHMENT PERMIT-

.

The Department of Environmental Resources "Depastmant", established by th.' Act of December 3,
1970, P.L. 834 (71 P.S. s sS10-i et seq.) and empoweret. to excrcise certam power; and perform certain
duties un6:r and by virtue of the Act of November 26' 1978, P.L.13'/5, as am mded by the Act of
October 23,1979, P.L. 204, (32 P.S. } 6693.1 et seq.) known as the " Dam Safety and Encroachments
Act"; Act of October 4,1978, P.L. 85 t, !32 P.S. 9 6679.101 et seq.) known as the " Flood Plain
Management Act"; Act of June 22,1937. P.L 1987, (35 P.S. @ E691.1 et seq.), known as the "Cican
Streams Law"; and the Administrative Code, Act of April 9,1929, P.L.177,as amended, which empowers
the Department to exercise certain powers and perform certain duties by law vested in and imposed-

upon the Water Supply Commission of Pennsylvania and the Water and Power Resources Board, hereby
inues this permit to:

PilILADELPilIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

2301 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19101

and w tain an outfall structure, enerev dissipatorgiving its consent to construct n

and channel stabilization along the left bank of the East Branch Perkiomen Creek

at a point approximately 800' upstream from L.R. 09090 in Bedminster Township,
.

Bucks Countv.

-

! .

This permit is issued in response to an, application filed with the Department of Environmental
Resources on the 7 day of January A.D.19 82 , and with the understanding
that the work shall be performed in accordance with the maps, plans, profiles and specifications filed

|
with and .uade part of the application . Subject however, to the
provisions of the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act, the Flood Plam Management Act, the Clean Streams
La w, the Administrative Code, the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder and the following
conditions and restrictions;

This permit shall not become effective until and unless the permittee shall return th'e file copy
f 1.

signed by the permittee or un authorized agent of the permittee to the Department within thirty (30)'

| days from the date of the permit; such signature shall signify and indicate that the permittee accepts

|
and agrees to comply with the terms and conditions of the permit. Failure to submit such acceptance

| will render the permit null and void;

2. The Department, in issuing this permit, has relied on the information and data which the
permittee has provided in connection with his permit application. If, subsequent to the issuance of this
permit, such information and data prove to be false, incomplete orinaccurate, this permit may be modilled, ,

suspended. or revoked, in whole or in part, and the Department may, in addiiion, institute apppropriate ,

legal proceedings;

'
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13.
This per:'ait does not give any property rigib, eider in real estate or vuterial,wior any exclusive )

'

.

privilege <, nor shall it be constrded to grant or . confer r.ny right, title, casemi.nt, or interest, in, to, i
j,

~

or over any land belonging to the Ccmmonv/calth cf i'cnnsylvania; nuthcr dos it authoriac any injury
to private property or invasion of private rights, nor any infringement of Federal, State, or local laws |
or segulation; nur does it obviate tha neesssity of obtaining Federal assent when necessary;,

,

4.
The work shall at all times be subject to supervision and inspection by representatives of the

Department, and no changes in the maps, plans, profiles, and specification as approved shall be made
except with the written consent of the Department. The Department, however, reserves the right to
require such changes or modifications in the maps, plans, proGlcs,and specificationsas may he consideied
necen.iry. The Department further reserves the rignt to suspend or revoke this permit if in its opinionthe best interest of the Commonwealth will be subserved thereby:

5.
This permit authorizes the construction, operation, maintenance and normal repair or thepermitted

structures conducted within the original specifications for the water obstruction or
encroachment, and in accordance with the regulations of the Department and terms and conditions of
this permit. Any repairs or maintenance involving moditications of the water obstruction or encroachment
from its original specifientions, and any repairs or reconstruction involving a substantial portion of the
structure as defined by regulations of the Department shall require the prior written approval and permitof the Department;

6.
All construction debris, excavated material, brush, rocks, and refuse incidental to this work

shall be removed entirely from the stream channel and placed either on shore above the innuence of
flood waters, or at such dumping ground as may be approved by the Department;

7.
There shall be no unreasonable interference with the free discharge of the river or stream nor

with, navigation during construction;

8.
If future operations by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania require modification of the structure

pr work, or if, in the opinion of the Department of Environmental Resources, the structure or work
shall cause unreasonable obstruction to the free passage of floodwaters or navigation, the permittee shall,

,

upon due notice remove or alter the structural work or obstructions caus 4 'hereby, without expense
to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, so as to increase the flood carryirm cyacity of the channel
or render navigation reasonably free, easy, and unobstructed, in such manne. as the Department may
require; and if, upon the expiration or revocation of this permit, the work shall not be completed,
the permittee, at his own expense and to such extent and in such time and manner as the Department
may require, shall remove all or any portion of the incompleted work and re. store t. . watercourse to
its formar condition. No claim shall be made against the Commonwealth of Pennsyl/ani: on account
of any such removal or alteration;

9. The permittee shall notify the Department of Environmental Resource when..tids work is
conunenced and at least two weeks before the probable time of completion:

10.
Within thirty (30) days after the completion of the work authorin iin this permit, the permittee

shall file with the Department of Environmental Resources. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,a statement ecrtifying
that the work has been performed in accordance with this permit and the approved maps, plans, pronic3,and specifications;

11. If this work is not completed on or before th$. 31 day of _ Decemta rA.D. 19
J5_, this permit, if not previously revokco or_specifically ex'anded, shall cease and be nulland void;

12.
The Engineer and the Contractoffor the work authorized by this permit shall be apprised

of all of the provisions and conditions and shall signify their acknowledgement of being so apprised

Paze 2
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m the form herein attached. Copy of this sig:,ed form, together with copy of the pcrmit shall be available
'. for inspection at the prejcet site at all times C:py of the ackn:wl:dgement shall also be forwarded
# to the office issuing the permit. Failure to have espics cf the permit and ackn:wicdscment available

for inspection at the project site shall be censidered sufficient cause for issuance of a cease and desist
order by the authorized Commonwealth personnel;

.

13. The permittee shall maintain the structure or work authorized herein in good condition and
in accordance with the approved plans and drawings;

14. This permit may not be transferred without prior written approval from the Department, such
approval being considered upon rcccipt of a properly executed " Application for Transfer of Permit"
form;

.

15. If and when the permittee desires to abandon the activity authorized herein, unless such
abandonment is part of a transfer procedure pursuant to Condition 14, he must remove the structure
or work authorized and restore the area to a condition satisfactory to and approved by the Department.

r

~
.

O

**

0

.
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SPECIAL CONOlTIONS
'

.

.

.

Other Permits and Approvals:

This permit is contingent upon the permittee receiving the approval of and
from the District Engineer, Philadelphia District, U.S. Army Corps ofA.

per=it
Engineers for all applicable portions of the project required pursuant to *

Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 or Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act of 1977. The District Engineer has been notified that the contact
person for this project is: .

Mr. D. Narano
Engineer-in-Charge
Civil Section
(215) 841-4000

The permittee shall at all times comply with the terms and conditions of allS.
applicable approvals and permits issued by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
and the conditions set forth in such approvals and permits are incorporated
in this permit by reference.

The per=ittee shall at all ti:nes comply vich the terms and conditions of allC.
applicable project approvals and permits issued by the Delaware River Basin
Commission, and the conditions set forth in such project approvals are incor-
porated in this permit by reference."

.

Prior to commencement and upon completion of the work authorized by thisD. the permittee shall notify the Pennsylvania Fish Conciission, Water-permit, 18951,
ways Patrolman. Stanley Plevyak, 10 Barrel Run Road, Quakartown, PA
Telephone: (215) 538-0953. The projact site shall at all times be available
for inspection by authorized officas and amployees of the Pennsylvania Fish
CommLusion.

.

Construction:

The Erosien and Sedimentation Control Plan must be properly implemented and
( E.

closely monitored to minimize erosion and prevent excessive sedimentation
|
!

into the receiving stream channel.

The permittee shall provide adequate detours during construction affecting
! F. local roads. . U. S. Route 611 and PA. Route 413 will be kept open at all'

A temporary road shall be installed when necessary to insure com-times.
pliance with this requirement.

ground facilitlen uhall be deuigned and landscaped to compicmentC. All above
the surrounding environment.

.
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Operation:
.

H. The withdrawal from the Delaware River for use by the Philadelphia Electric*

Company shall not exceed a maximum of 46.2 million gallons per day, subject
to all limitations and conditionn established by the Dciswarc River Basin

Commission.

I. All withdrawals, storage and releases of water shall conform with the Opera-
ting Plan described in the Department's Environmental Assessment and Finding,
Point Pleasant Water Supoly Project (August 1982). Any changes to such
Operating Plan shall be submitted to and shall be subject to approval by the

-

lepartment.

J. Pu= ping and releases to the East Branch Perkiomen Creek shall be controlled to
avoid rapid fluctuations in stream flows.

K. The permittee shall maintain a minidam flow of 27 cubic feet per second (17.4
mgd) in the East Branch Perkiomen Creek at the proposed Bucks Road stream gage
throughout the normal low flow period beginning with the day the booster sta-
tion co=mances pumping and ending when pumping is no longer required for the
operation of the Limerick Nuclear Generating Station. The remainder of the
year, the per=ittee shall maintain a minimum flow of 10 cfs (6.5 mgd) in the
East Branch Perkiomen Creek.

L. T'he per=ittee shall inspect and monitor the portion of East Branch Perkiomen
Creek immediately below the discharge, at river mile 92.47 - 32.3 - 11.3 -
23.0, on a rceular basis and following any significant period of flood flows.
If such inspection discloses signi.tl.a. ant eresion of the bank or bed of the"

East Branch Perkiomen Creek below the disenergs, the permittee shall promptly,

corrsct such erosion, atabilize and revegecate auy exposed port; on of the
streambank. Reports of such monitering, an$ any corrective action taken, shall
be filed with the Department within two weeks of each inspection or action.

M. During any drought or water supply emergency declared by the Governor of Penn-
sylvania or any agency pursuant to Pennsylvania law, or declared by the Dela-
ware River Basin Commission pursuant to Article 10 of the Delaware River Basin
Compact, all withdrawals, uses of water and operations by this project shall be
subject to, and shall comply vir.h, any applicable limitations, restrictions or
conditions i= posed by the Delaware River Basin Commission, the Pennsylvania
Emergency Management Agency, or the Department in response to the emergency.

:

i

{
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' f*this,
#

Par =ittee h2roby cecspen and egrsos to etmply with the torms and conditicas e
:

'. 'p3 rmit.
,

3
Date

For=ictee (signature)
.

.
'

:
'

F ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
j

DEPARTMENT
Data

( 0? III IM.

- __

By *

R.TimothyWescon[" ~
'

~

.- :Actsst Associa.e Deputy Secretary[ 1

for Recources Panagement

.
.

.

.

.

/O

**

' D

-

k.

-

%

&

G
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA Q.' - I?
. VM 9M "5 DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES s,

$-.,*.--,.->,.d-?I*ag.|Q - P. O. Box 1467
#.''- .M - liarre bur::. PenneIvania 17120

~ '

.,..i*

Utince of sne Deputy secretary

u....uc..v a c a<a8 In reply refer to.
(717) 783-5338 September 2, 1982 RM-DWM

ENC: 09-51

Philadciphia Cicctric Company D. MARANO
Mr. D. Marano civil SECTION

ad 1 a P 19101 OEE Ol982
,

,

. f:uRa: ,

# red to: I
Dear tir. :brano: - '-

.

Enclosed in duplicate is your Department of Environmental
Resourecs Water Obstructien and Encroachment Permit.

.

The executed copy of the permit to be retained by you will
not become effective until the file conv is signed by the permittcc
or usi autliorized agunt of the permittee ano returned to this office.-

.

When a contractor / engineer has been chosen to perform the work
authorized by this permit, the " Acknowledgement of Apprisal of
Requirements of Permit" form should be completed by the
contractor / engineer and returned as indicated.

WFen the project has been completed in accordance with the plans
approved and authorized by this permit, the permittee or autnorized
agent of the permittee should complete the " Water Obstruction and
Encroachment Permit Completion Reporr." form and return it to this
office.

_

''
| e,

g a he,-'

.

R. Timothy Weston
Associate Deputy ecretary

for Resources nagement.

lhiciouu ruu

(

.
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COMMDNWEALTil OF PENNSYLVANIA
.

' '

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
WATER OBSTRUCTION AND ENCROACFIMENT PERMIT

.

1970, P.L. 834 (71 P.S. s @510-1 et seq.) and empowered to exercise certain powers and perform certainThe Department of Environmental Resources " Department", established by the Act of December 3,
duties under and by virtue of the Act of November 26,1978, P.L 1375, as amended by the Act ofOctober

23,1979, P.L 204, (32 P.S. s (693.1 et seq.) known as the " Dam Safety and Encroachments
{'et"; Act of October 4,1978, P.L. 851, (32 P.S. s s679.101 er seq.) known as the " Flood Plain
|Management Act"; Act of June

22,1937 P.L 1987, (35 P.S. f M691.1 et seq.), known as the " Clean
Streams Law"; and the Administrative Code, Act of April 9,1929, P.i.177,asemended, witicit empowers

~ the Department to exercise certain powers and perfor n certain duties by law vested in and imposed
inues this permit to:upon the Water Suppiy Commiaion of Pennsyfv :ia and 2:e Water and Power Resources Board, hereby

PliTLADELPi!!A ELECTRIC COMPANY i
.

2301 Market Street, PhiladeirMs, PA' 19101

giving its consent to _ construct and maintain a water supply pipeline under the,

,

bed and across the channel of various streams (see attached listing) in

Plumstcao and Bedminster Townships, Bucks County.
.

-

,

This permit is issued in response to un application n!ed with the Department of EnvironmentalResources on the 7 day of_ April A.D.19 81
that the work shall be performed m accordance with the maps, plans, pronics and speciGcations Gled, and with the understandingwith and made part of the application

. Suojcet however, to the
provisions of the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act, the Flood Plum Management Act, the Clean Streams
Law, the Administrative Code, the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder and the followingconditions and restrictions;

1.
Tlus permit shall not become effective until and unless the permittee shall return the file copy

.

. signed by the permittee or an authorized agent of the permittee to the Department within thirty (30)
days from the date of the permit; such signature shall signify and indicate that the permittee accepts
and agrees to comply with the terms and conditions of the permit. Failure to submit such acceptancewill render the permit null and void;

2.
The Department, in issuing this permit, has relied,on the information and data which the

pernaittee has provided in connection with his pernait application. If, subsettuent to the issuance of this
'

permit, such information and data prove to be false, incomplete or inaccurate, this permit may be modified,
suspended or revoked, in whole or in part, and the Department may, in addition, institute apppropriatelegal proceedings;

.

-
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This permit does not give any property rights, citiker in real estate or material, nor any esclusive3.
privile;:es, nor shall it be construed to grant or confer any right, title, casement, or intere:,1. in, to,

,

or over any 1.ind belour, int; to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; neither does it authorize any injury*

to priv.ite propesty or invasion of private rights, nor any infringement of it deral State, or local law.e s

or regulation; nor does it obviate the necessity of obtaining li deral assent when necessary;e
.

e. The work shall at all times be subject to supervision and inspection by representatives of the
Department, and no changes in the maps, plans, profiles, and specification as approved shall be made
except with .the written consent of the Department. The Department, however, reserves the right to
require such changes or modifications in the maps, plans, ;uef."les, and specifications :ts may he considened
necessary. The Department further reserves the right to suspend or revoke this permjt if in its opininn
she best interest of the Commonwealth will he subse:Tec, thereby:

5. This permit authorizes the constraction, operation, maintenance and normal repair of the
-pei nni t ed st ruct ures comincted within Ilie original specilications for the water obstruelion or
eneguachment, and in accordance with the regulations of the Department and terms and conditions of
this permit. Any repairs or maintenance involving modi 6 cations of the water obstruction or encroachment
from its original specifications, and any repairs or reconstruction involving a substantial portion of the
structure as deGned by regulations of the Department phall require the prior written approval and permit
of the Department;

6. All construction debris, excavated material, brush, rocks, and refuse incidental to this work
shall be removed entirely from the stream channel and placed either on shore above the influence of
flood waters, or at such dumping ground as may be approved by the Department;

7. There shall be no unreasonable interference with the free discharge of the river or stream nor
with navigation during construction;

8. If future operations by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania require modification of the structure
or work, or if, in the opinion of the Department of linvironmental Resources, the structure or work
shalf cause unreasonable obstruction to the free passage of Goodwaters or navigation, the permittee shall,
upon due notice remove or alter the structural work or obstructions en.e ' 'hereby, without expense'

to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, so as to increase the flood carryinr c:.pacity of the channel
or render navigation reasonably free, easy, and unobstructed, in such manne. as the Department may
require; and if, upon the expiration or revocation of this permit, the work shall not be completed,

i the permittee, at his own expense and to such extent and in such time and manner as the Department
may requirc, shall remove all or any portion of the incompleted work and restore i. watercourse to'

its former condition. No claim shall be made against the Commonwealth of Pennsylvani: on account
of any such removal or alteration;

9. The permittee shall notify the Department of Environmental Resource when this work is
commenced and at least two weeks before the probable time of completion; .

10. Within thirty (30) days after the completion of the work authorizi. ! m this permit, the permittee
shall file with the Department of linvironmental Resources, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, a statement certifyin;;
that the work has been performed in accordance with this permit and the approved maps, plans,pronles,
and specifications;

I1. If this work is not completed on or before the 31 day of December
A.D. 19 as , this permit, if not previously revoked or specifically extended, shall cease and be null
and void;

12. The Engineer and the Contractor for the work authorized by this permit shall be apprised
of all of the provisions and conditions and shall signify their acknowledgement of being so apprised

Pare 2 ,
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.,.. . .e ;orm nerein attaciled. Copy vi this signed form. Logether with copy of the perina shall be .aanao.e
ivr mapection at the project site at,all Limes. Copy Cf the ackn:w!cdgement sitall also he forwarded,

to the oiYice inuing the permit. Failure to have copa;s of the permit and acknowledcement available'

Ibr inspection at the project site slall be considered n:Geient cauee for issuance of a cease and desist
order by the authorized Commonwealth personts:1;

,

13. The permittee shall maintain tae structure .or work authorized herein in good condition and
in accordance with the approved plans and drawing;

14. Tids permit may not be transler.e i without prior written approval from the Department, such.

approval being considered upon receipt of a properly executed " Application for Transfer of Permit"
form;

15. If and when the permittee desires to abandon the activity authorized herein, unless such
abandor. ment is part of a transfer procedure pursuant to Condition 14, he must remove the structure
or work authorized and restore the area to a condition satisfactory to and approved by the Department.

?

- .

O
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EP.05AL dO.ND1TIONS

.

|

Other Permits and Approvals:

A. This permit is contingent upon the permittee receiving the approval of and i

permit from the District Engineer, Philadelphia District, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for all applicable portions of the project required pursuant to
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 or Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act of 1977. The District Engineer has been notified that the contact

~

person for this project is:

Mr. D. Harano
Engineer-in-Charge
Civil Sect, ion

(215) 841-4000'

The permittcu shall at all tinus comply with the tcrus and conditions of allu.
applichble approvals and permits issued by the U.S. Ar=y Corps o.f Engineers,
and the conditions set forth in such approvals and permits are incorporated
in this per=dt by reference.

C. The per=ittee shall at all times comply with the ter=s and conditions of all
applicable project approvals and per=its issued by the Delaware River Basin
Commission, and the conditions set forth in such project approvals are incor-
puroced in this permit by reference.,.

.

D. Prior to cot:mencement and upon completion of the work authorized by this
pe rrd t , the permittee shall notify the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, Water-
ways Patrolman. Stanley Plevyak, 10 Barrel Run Road, Quakertown, PA 18951,
Telephone: (215) 538-0953. The project site shall at all times be available
for inspection by authorized officers and employees of the Pennsylvania Fish
Coccission. .

Construction:

The Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan must be properly i=plementeiandE.
closely monitored to minimize erosion and prevent excessive sedimentation
into the receiving stream channel.

F. The permittee shall provide adequate detc .:n during construction affecting
local roads. U. S. Route 611 and PA. Route 413 will be kept opan at all
times. A temporary road shall be installed when necessary to insure com-
pliance with this requirement.

Allabovegroundfacilitiessha51bedesignedandlandscapedtocompicuent! C.
-

the surrounding environment.

1
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Operation:
.

H. The withdrawal from the Delaware River for use by the Philadelphia Electric
Company shall not exceed a maximum of 46.2 million gallons per day, subject
to all limitations and conditions established by the Delaware River Basin
Commission.

I. All withdrawals, storage and releases of water shall conform with the Opera-
ting Plan described in the Department's Environmental Assessment and Findings,
Point Pleasant Water Sueoly Project (August 1982). Any changes to such

- Operating Plan shall be submitted to and shall be subject to approval by the
*Departmuut.

J. Pumping and releases to the East Branch Perkiomen Creek shall be controlled to
avoid rapid fluctuations in stream flows.

K. The per=1ttee shall maintain a minimum flow of 27 cubic feet per second (17.4
mgd) in the East Branch Perkiomen Creek at the proposed Bucks Road stream gage
throughout the normal low flow period beginning with the day the booster sta-
tion commences pumping and ending when pumping is no longer required for the
operation of the Limerick Nuclear Generating Station. The remainder of the
year, the permittee shall maintain a minimum flow of 10 cfs (6.5 mgd) in the
East Branch Perkiomen Creek.
.

L. The permittee shall inspect and monitor the portion of East Branch Perkiomen
Creek immediately below the discharge, at river mile 92.47 - 32.3 - 11.3 -
23.8, on a regular basis and following any significant period of flood flows.-

If such inspection discloses significant erosion of the bank or bed of the'

East Branch Perkiomen Creek below the discharge, the permittee shall promptly
correct such erosion, stabiliae and revegetate any exposed portion of the
streambank. Reports of such monitoring, and any corrective action taken, shall
be filed with the Department within two weeks of each inspection or action.

1
I M. During any drought or water supply emergency declared by the Governor of Penn-

sylvania or any agency pursuant to Pennsylvania law, or declared by the Dela-
ware River Basin Co""4ssion pursuant to Article 10 of the Delaware River Basin
Compact , all withdrawals, uses of unter and operations by this project shall be
subject to, and shall comply with, any applicabla limitations restrictions or
conditions i= posed by the Delaware River Basin Oc"'4 ssien, the Pennsylvania
Emergency Management Agency, or the Departnent in respesse to the emergency.

.

|
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.

d ccnditicus of this
e hereby accepts and agrees to comply with the terms an

i.rm tts
ar:1t.

Date

' Per=ittee (signature)

"

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESROUCES
t''a t e - .

f|*./,'.'.- '| .-|Id / / )1. vhv
/ *W.' By:

R. Timothy Westop
.

Attest Associate Deputy / Secretary^

for Resources Management,

g;f

.

.

O

O

e
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PE!O11T NO. ENC: 09-31
*,

. . .

1. Ceddes Run at a point approximately 2200 feet upstream of Route 413 in.
<

?lumstead Township.

2. A Tributary to Cabin Run at a point approximately 6400 feet upstream of
the Plumstead - Bed =inster Township boundary line in Plumstead Township.

3. A Tributary to Cabin Run at a point approximately 3600 feet upstream of
its mouth in Bed =inster Township.

- 4. Cabin Run at a point approximately 3500 feet upstream of Route 611 in
Bedminster Township.

,

5. A Tributary to Deep Run at a point approximately 5100 feet upstream of.
its mouth in Bedminster Township.

t
6. A Tributary to Deep Run at a point approximately 1100 feet upstream of

its mouth in Bed =inster Township.

7. Deep Run' at a point apprximately 1000 feet upstream of L.R. 09091 in
Bed =inster Township.

8. A Tributary to Deep Run at a point approximately 200 feet upstream of its
modch in Bedminster Township.

-
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DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES .J:' 2'' ~

'& f~ ~

P. O. Box 2357, Harrisburg, PA 17120

(717) 783-1384
September 2, 1982 In reply refer to

RM-Dkt
DAM 09-181

J. L. Everett, pres.
Philadelphia Electric Company
2301 Market Street ,

'

P. O. Box 8699 .

Philadelphia, PA 19101
.

.

Dear Mr. Everett:

Enclosed in duplicate is your Department of Environmental.

Resources Dam Safety Permit.

The executed copy of the per=it to be retained by you will
,

not become effective until the file copy is signed by the permittee
or an authorized agent of the per=ittee and. returned to this office.

When a contractor / engineer has been chosen to perform the
work authorized by this per=1t, the " Acknowledgement of Apprisal
or Requirements of Permit" form should be completed by the
contractor / engineer and returned as indicaten.

When the project has been co=pleted in accordance with
plans approved and authorized by this permit, the per=ittee or
authorized agent of the per=ittee should complete the " Dam -

Co=pletion Report " form and return it to this office.

Sincerely,

||'G*
I o

(,P N,
'

Joseph J m,' Chief
dD4 ision of Dam Safety

Enclosure

- .--
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PERMIT NO. DAM 09-131,

." COMNONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA '
4

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
,

PERMIT*

ne Department of Environmental Resources " Department", established by the Act of December 3,
1970 (71 P.S. 95101 er seq.) and empowered to exercise certain powers and perform certain duties

.| under and by virtue of the Act of November 26,1978, P.L 1375, No. 325, as amended by the Act
,

of October 23,1979, No. 70, known as the " Dam Safety and Encroachments Act"; and the Administrative '

Code, Act of April 9,1929, P.L 177, as amended, which empowers the Department to exercise certain
t

powers and perform certain duties by law vested in and haposed upon the Water Supply Comnussion ;,

of Pennsylvania and the Water and Power Resoitrees Beard, hereby issues this permit to:
PIIILADEl.PHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY-

2301 Market Street, P. O. Box 8699, Philaiciphia, pA 19101
givmg its consent to

,

construct. onerate and maintain a dam (Bradshaw Reservoir 1

on the drainaco divide betwcon North Branch Neshaminv Creek and South 3 ranch
j

; Ceddes Run in Plumstead Townshin, Bucks County.

,

d

his permit is issued in response to an application filed with the Department of Environmental
Resources on the is th day of December A.D.19 81 , and with the understanding
that the work shall be performed in accordance with the maps, plans, profiles and specifications filed
with and made part of the application revised nions received on Sentember 2. 1982.

.,

Subject, however, to the provisions of the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act, the Administrative Code,
and the following conditions, regulations, and restrictions (YOUR ATTENTION IS DRAWN TO
CONDITION NUMBER 12).1

*l. Tms permit does not give any property rights, either in real estate or material, nor any exclusive
privileges, nor shall it be construed to grant or confer any right, title, casement, or interest in, to, or
over any land belonging to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; any infringement of Federal, State, or
local laws or regulations; nor does it obviate the necessity of obtammg Federal assent when necessary;

2. De work shall at au times be subject to supervision and inspection by representatives of the
Department, and no changes in the maps, plans, profiles and specifications as approved shall be made
except with the written consent of the Department. The Department, however, reserves the right to
require such changes or modifications in the maps, plans, profDes, and speci5 cations as may be considered
necessary, ne Department further reserves the right to suspend or revoke this permit if in its opinion
the best interest of the Commonwealth will be subserved thereby;

3

3. De work shall be under the direction of a competent engineer, and he or a competent
representative shall be on the ground constantly during construction and until the completion of the
dam;:

i

4. The Department shall be notified in advance of the proposed time of commencement of this
work, and a detailed report upon the status of the construction shall be mailed to the " Division of
Dam Safety, P. O. Box 2357, Ilarrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120" on the first of each month until work
upon the dam has been completed. Within thirty (30) days after the completion of the work authorized

i
.

t

:
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in this permi8, the permittee shall fIie with the Division of Dam Safety, a statement cenifying 8 hat
the work has been performed in accordance with this permit and the approved maps, plans, profiles

'

and speciScations. Further, the permittee shan submit to the Division of Dam Safety, within ninety
(90) days of the date of final completion of the dam authorized by this permit, a set of "as built"
plans for the project;.

5. If this work is not completed on or before the 31 st day of
i December A.D.19 84 . this prmit,if not previously revoked or specifically
'

extended, shall cease and be null and void; and if, upon the expiration or revoccion of this permit,
the work shall not be completed, the permittee shall, at his own expense and to such extent and in

! such time and manner as the said Depanment may require, remove all or any ponion of the incompleted ,

werk and restore the watercourse to its former condition. No claim shall be made against the I

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on account of any such removal or alteration;

6. No material shall be placed on any' portion of the foundation until such portion of the
foundation has been approved, in writing, by a representative of the Department; no earth or other
embankment material which is in a frozen condition shall be covered or placed in embankments; concrete.
shall not be placed in freezing weather except under conditions approved by the Depanment;

7. The Department shall be notified at least one week in advance of the time when it is proposed
80 begin to store water in the reservoir or pond created by the dam for which this permit is issued.
The Depanment will require the permittee to allow a portion of the natural stream flow to pass the
dam while the reservoir or pond is being fiUed, and this notice is required in order.that arrangements
may be made to have a representative on the ground before or during the filling if the Department
considers it desirable. Sufficient water to support fish life shall be allowed to flow into the stream below
the dam, during the period of its construction or repair and while the reservoir is being filled. The
permittee agrees to abide by such rules and regulations as to the storage and discharge of water, and
as to the level of the reservoir created by said dam, as may be prescribed from time to time by the
said, Department;

2' 8. All trees of no value and brush cleared from the area under this permit shall be bumed at.

such time and under such conditions as to prevent the fire from spreading to adjoining timber land;
provided, however, that before such burnmg is begun, the Regional Air Pollution Control Engineer of
the Department of Environmental Resources in charge of the Region in which the area is located shall
be notified;

9. The permittee agrees m accepting this permit, to install, upon the request of the Pennsylvania
Fish Commission, such fishway or fishways as the said Depanment may require. (See Section 185, of
8he Act of May 2,1925, P.L 448, as amended by Act of April 22,1929, P.L 621) Attention is also
called to Section 191 of the Act of May 2,1925, P.L 448, as amended by Act No.113, approved
May 25,1935, which provides that no person owning, leasing or maintaining a dam, holding back waters

| inhabited by fish, shall draw off such waters without first receiving written permission from the
Pennsylvania Fish Comnussion;

10. Performance of the work authorized shall constitute an acceptance of the various conditions
contained in the permit; provided; that if the permittee fails to file acceptance of the permit in accordance
with Condition 12, the permit becomes null and void and the permittee shall remove all works constructed
and restore the area in a manner specified by the Department;

11. The Engineer and the Contractor shall be apprised of all of the provisions and conditions and
shall signify their acknowledgement of being so apprised on the form herein attached. Copy of this

; signed form, together with copy of the permit shall be avaDable for inspection at the project site at
all times. Copy of the acknowledgement shall also be fornrded to the office issuing the permit. Failure

'

to have copies of the permit and acknowledgement ava5tb!c for inspection at the project site shall be
| considered sufficient cause -for issuance of a cease end &.d:t order by the authorized Commonwealth

personnel; -

.

9
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12. This permit sha'l n:t beiccme effeedva .wril and unless the permittee shali fila with tha
Department within thirty (30) days fr:m th2 dieta ther r.f. upon a form furnishrd by the Departm:nt,-

its writt:n acc:ptance of th2 terms and c nditi:ns impowd I.herein. Failure ts sabmit such acceptance
will render the permit null and void; ,-

.

13. The permittee is advised that this project may be subject to the regulation of Section 404
of the Federal Clean Water Act of 1977. TM permittee is directed to immediately contact the following
Dist:ict Office of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for further information:

Chief, Regulatory Functions Branch
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers District
Philadelphia District
Custom House, Second and Chestnut Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19106

.

14. SEE SPECIAL CONDITIONS ON ATTACHED SHEET.

:

SEP 2 19820,,,

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURC'

By: [N Mu-

*
~

' 'on o/Ellam,Glief
ph J.

,

f Dam Safety
,

-

ATTEST: )-
/ i(.

' Pernuttee (s2gnature)

.

.. ,

t

|

|

.
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'

EPECIA1. CCNDITIONS: .

Tae permittee is directed to furnish the Department of Environmental Resources,*

Division of Dam Safety with the names, qualifications and employer of the per-
sonnel responsibic for the supervision of construction. In addition, the name

no pennittee is further advised that theof the contractor is also required.
Department reservos the right to approve the personnel who will be in charge of
supervision of construction. "Ihis information is to be submitted to the Division
of Dam Safety fifteen (15) days in advance of the anticipated start of construction.

Tne pe=ittee is required to st6mit annual reports regarding the condition of the
dam, certified by a registered professional engineer, to the Division of Dam
Safety on or before October 1 of each year.

An emergency warning system and evacuation plan shall be submitted to and approved
by the Pivision of Dam Safety and local emergency management officials prior to
comencement of storage of water in the reservoir.

The permittee shall submit a copy of the proposed operation and maintenance nanual
for the Bradshaw Reservoir and Pumping Station, in duplicato, to the Department for
review and approval, at least 30 days prior to the anticipated commencement of
storage of water in the reservoir.

The pemittee shall at all times comply with the terms and conditions of all
applicable project approvals and permits issued by the Delaware River Basin Com-
mission, and the conditions set forth in such project approvals are incorporated

,in this permit by reference.
.

.
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h COMMONWifA1.Tli 01' PliNNSYLVANI A-

P.v9- U5i DI.PARTMiiNT Ol' liNVIRONMENTAL RESOURCliS
J.H.,.n. J' M t nty,p* g. 4 *y ' 4: #M:$.t/Y. 1875 New Hope Street-

Norristown, PA 19401'IT - ..
' ~ g, " '

215 631-2405

September 2, 1982

Neshrminy Water Resources Authority
P.O. Box 378
Ja=ison, PA 18929

.-

Attention: Mr. Robert Flowers
Executive Director

Re: Section 401 Certification latter
Point Pleasant Division
File Code

Gentle =en;

We have reviewed your letter dated May 11, 1981 and attachments requesting the
Department certify, pursuant to Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act, that the construction of a raw water pump station at Point Pleasant
will'not violate the water quality standards for the Delaware River.

The effluent limitations or standards of Sections 301(b), 302, 306 and 307 of
the Federal Act do not apply to this project. However, based on our review of
the supporting material under applicable State standards, we certify there will

,

be no violation of water quality standards during construction of the proposed
project.

We note an application has been with our Bureau of Dams and Waterway Management
for an encroachment permit for this project. This certification is not intended
to supplement or replace the technical conditions contained in the encroachment
permit which has been issued for the project.

Tnis action of the Department may be c;nealed to the Environmental Hearing
k ard, Third Floor, 221 N. Second Street, He t burg, PA 17101, (717-787-3483)I

by any aggrieved person pursuant to Section 1921-A of the Administ. ative Code of
1929, 71 P.S. Section 510-21; and the Administrative Agence law, 2 Pa. C.S. ,
Chapter SA. Appeals rm.ist be filed with the E:Nironmental Hearing Board within
30 days of receipt of written notic of this action unless the appropriate sta-
tute provides a different time periad. Copies of the appeal form and the regu-
lations governing practice and procedure before the Board may be obtained from
the Board. This paragraph does not, in and of itself, create any right cf
appeal beyond that permitted by applicable statutes and decisional law.

Very truly yours,
-

.

/ J / . [' .f.~ t iks
='~

(..'a
C. T..llECCHWOOD, P.E.
Regional Wcter Quality Manager

cc: Bureau of Dams and Waterway Management
i Re 30 CD762

.
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COMMONWEALTil OF PENNSYLVANIA
.

DEPARTMENT 01: ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES*

WATER Ol3STRUCrlON AND ENCROACliMENT PERMIT

.

The Department of Enviromnental Re>ources " Department", established by the Act of December 3,
1970, P.L S34 (71 P.S. s sS10-1 et seq.) and empowered to exercise certain powers and perfonn certain
duties under and by virtue of the Act of November 26,1978, P.L 1375, as amended by the Act of
October 23,1979, P.L 204, (32 P.S. E {693.1 et seq.) known as the " Dam Safety and Encroachments
Act"; Act of October 4,1978, P.L 851, (32 P.S. s s679.101 et seq.) known as the " Flood Plain
Management Act"; Act of June 22,1937. P.L 1987, (35 P.S. s E691.1 et seq.), known as the " Clean
Streams Law"; and the Administrative Code, Act of April 9,1929,P.L 177,asumended. which empowers
the Department to exercise certain powers and perform certain duties by law vested in and imposed

-upon the Water Supply Commission of Pennsylvania and the Water and Power Resources Board, hereby
issues this permit to:

NESHAMINY WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY

2875 Old York Road, P. O. Box 378, Jamison, PA 18929

giving its consent to construct and maintain: (1) a water intake structure in the

Delaware River at a point approximately 800 feet downstream of Tohickon Creekt

(2) an intake conduit crossing of the Delaware Canal between Lock Nos. 13 nnd 141

(3) a cater main crossing of Hickory Creek at a point approximately 2,000-feet

unstream of its mouths and (4) an energy dissinator and outlet channel in the

North Branch Neshaminy Crcok at a point immediately upstream of State Route 413*

in Plumstead Township, Bucks County,
This permit is i>>ued in response to an application i;ied with the Department of Environmental

Re:,curces on the 8th day of February A.D.19 82 , and with the understanding
that the work > hall be performed m accordance w:th the maps, plans, profiles and specifications filed
with anti made part of the application April 14, 1 W . Sut. Ject however, to the
provisions of the Dam Safety and Eneroaciunents Act, the Floou Phin Management Ael, the Clean Streams
La w. the Admini::trative Code, the rules and regulatic,no promulgated (nereundz and the following
conditions and restrictions;

1. This permit shall not become elTeetive until and unless the permittee shall return the /He copy
signed by the permittee or an authorized agent of the permittee to the Department within thirty (30)
days from the date of the permit; such signature shall signify and indicate that the permittee accepts
and agrees to comply with the terms and conditions of the permit. Failure to submit such acceptance
will render the permit null and void;

2. The Department, in issuing this permit, has relied on the information and data which the
permittee has provided in connection with his permit application. If, subsequent to the issuance of this
permit, such information and data prove to be fa!>c, incomplete orinaccurate, this permit may be modified,,

muspended, or revoked, in whole or in part, and the Department may, in addition, institute apppropriate'

legal proceedings;

Page 1
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pnvileget, nor shall st be construed to grant or c:nfer any right, title, casement, or intere.st, in, to,
or over any land belonging to the Conunonwealth cf Pennsylvania; r'either docs it authori/.a auy in.iury

.

to pnvate property or invasion of private rights, nor any infrins,ement of Fedomi, State, or Ioeal laws
or segulation; nor does it obviate the necessity of obtaining Federal assent when necessary;

4. The work shall at all times be subject to supervision and inspection by representatives of the ;*

"

Department, and no changes in the maps, plans, profiles, and specification as approved shall be made
except with the written consent of the Department. The Department, however, reserves the right to
rec;uire such changes or modifications in the maps, plans, profiles,and spceifications as may he considened
nece.uary. The Department further reserves the right to suspend or revoke this permit if in its opinion
the best intercst of the Commonwealth will be subserved thereby:

5. This permit authorizes the construction, operation, maintenance and normal repair of the
permitted structures conducted within the original specifications for the water obstruction or
encroachment, and in accordance with the regulations of the Department and terms and conditions of
this permit. Any repairs or maintentmee involving'modiGcations of the water obstruction or encroachment
from its original specifications, and any repairs or reconstruction involving a substantial portion of the
structure as defined by regulations of the Department shall require the prior written approval and permit
of the Department; ,

6. All construction debris, excavated material, brush, rocks, and refuse incidental to this work
. sha!! be removed entirely from the stream channel and placed either on shore above the inGuence of
Good waters, or at such dumping ground as may be approved by the Department;

7. There shall be no unreasonable interference with the free discharge of the river or stream nor
with navigation during construction;

8. If future operations by the Eommonwealth of Permsy!vania require modiGeation of the structure
or work, or if, in the opinion of the Department of Environmental Resources, the structure or work
sha!! cause unreasonable obstruction to the free passat,e (,f ficodwaters or navigation. the permittee shall,
upon"duc notice remove or alter the structural work or oWfructions caus. 8 'herebe , without expense
to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, so as to increme the flood carryig capari.y of the channel*

or render navigation reasonably free, easy, and unobstruct.d, in such mannes as 'he Department may
require; and if, upon the expiration or revoc' tion of this permit, the work shall not be completed,
the permittee, at his own expense and to such extent and in such time and manner as the Department
may require, shall remove all or any portion of the incompleted work and restore t..e watercourse to
its former condition. No claim shall be made against the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on account
of any such removal or alteraticn;

9. The permittee shall notify the Department of Environmental Resources when this work is
| commenced and at least two weeks before the probable time of completion;

10. Within thirty (30) days after the completion of the work authorized in this permit, the permitteen
shall file with the Department of Environmental Resources, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, a statement certifymn
that the work has been performed in accordance with this permit and the approved maps, plans, proGle.s,
and specifications;

;

11. If this work is riot completed on or before the 31 se day of December
A.D. 14 85 , this permit, if not previously revoked or specifically extended, shall cease and be null
and void;

12. The Engineer and the Contractor for the work authorized by this permit shall be apprised
of a!! of the provisions and conditions and shall signify their acknowledgement of being so apprised

Pa'ge 2
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.or inspection at the project site at all tinies. Copy of the ahknowledrenient >hali a!>o be furw.i Jee
the office i> suing the permit. Failure to have copics of the permit and acknowled:ement availablet*

io
ivr .nspectivn at the pru;cet site shall be consideied zumelent cau:.e for inuance of a cea:,e and de::i:,t
cruer by the authorized Conunonwealth personnel;

13. The permittee shall maintain the structure or work authorized herein in good condition and
.

m accordance with the approved plans and drawings;

14. This permit may not be transferred without prior written approval from the Department, such
approval being considered upon receipt of a properly executed " Application for Transfer of Permit"
form;

15. If and when the permittee desires to abandon the activity authorized herein, unless such
b domnent is part of a transfer procedure pursuant to Condition 14, he must remove the structure.a an

or work authorized and restore the area to a condition satisfactory to and approved by the Department.

.

8
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SPECIAL CONDLTIONS'

Concral:-

This per=it is contingent upon the permittee receiving the approval of andA.
pe r=it from the District Engineer, Philadelphia District, U.S. Ar=y Corps
of Engineers for all applicable portions of the project required pursuant
to Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 or Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act of 1977. The District Engineer has been notified that the

contact person for this project is:

- !!r. Robert A. Flowers
Executive Director
Neshaminy Water Resources Authority
Box No. 6, Cross Keys Office-Center
4259 Swamp Road ,
Doylestown, PA 18901
(215) 343-2800 Ext. 285

B. The permittee shall at all times comply with the terms and conditions of all
applicable approvals and perLies issued by the U.S. Ar=y Corps of En;ineers,
and the conditions set forth in such approvals and per=its are incorporated
.in this permit by reference.

C. The per=ittee shall at all times comply with the terms and conditions of all
applicable project approvals and permits issued by the Delaware River Basin
Co= mission, and the conditions set forth in such project approvals are incor-

" porated in this per=it by reference.
,

D. In the development and operation of this project, the permittee shall at all
times comply with the terms and conditions of Water Allocation Permit No. WA-
0978601, issued by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources.

E. If the use of explosives in any waterways is required, the permittee shall
secure the prior written permit from the Pennsylvania Fish Comnission, pursu-
ant to the Pennsylvania Fish Code, Act 1980-175 Title 30 Pennsylvania Con-
solidated Statutes, Section 2906.

F. Pricr to co==ence=ent and upon completion of the work authorized by this
per=it, the per=ittee shall notify the Pennsylvania Fish Cor-4ssion, Water-
ways Patrol =an, Stanley Plevyak,18 Barrel Run Road, Quakertown, PA 18951,!

Telephone: (215) 538-0953. The project site shall at all times be available
for inspection by authorized officers and employees of the Pennsylvania Fish;

| Come"ssion.

! Construction:

| G. Construction excavation in the Delaware River shall be performed between Novem-
| ar and March to reduce the potential for impact on migrating juvenile and adult

shad. ,

|

! Page 4
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.- u. Gun t.t ruct sua of t!.e Delaware Hiver intake and intake conduit shall be eun-
trolled to minimiae the impact on exiccing wetland areau, and to reduce the
wcciands arca lost to the smallest acrcago practicabic, in accordance with
the plans filed with and approved by the Department. Excavated material
shall not be stock piled or deposited in any wetland areas. Construction
material or equipment shall not be stored in any wetland areas. Any wetland
areas disturbed during construction, but not lost, shall be restored to
original grade and returned to pre-construction conditions as provided in the
plans filed with and approved by the Department.

1. In order to minimize and mitigate inpacts '.pon the lands and facilitics of the
Delawarc Canni and Roosevcit Stacc Park, cht permittcc shall comply with the
instaliation, construction and restoration peccudures set forti. in the " General

~ Construction Procedures," Exhibit I of thc. License for 11ght-o2-Way issued by ,

'

the Department, which are incorporated in his permit by reference.

Any blasting required in the coAstruction and installation of this projectJ.
shall be conducted in close conformity with the requiremants and procedures

forth in Appendix D of the Department's Environmental Assessment and Pind-set
inne, Point Picasant Water Supply Proicct, (August 1982) , which arc attached to
and incorporated in this permit by reference.

'

K. The final exterior for allabove ground facilities in the vicinity of Point
Pleasant, including the pumping station and appurtenant structurcs, shall be
completed and landscaped utilizing flora indigenous to the arca, in order to
blend in with and complement the existing surroundings. Such exterior appear-

ance and landscaping shall substantially conform to the architectural rendcr-
ings and plans submitted to and approved by the Department.

~

L. The per=1ttee shall retain an archaeologist for the period of excavation, con-
,

struction and reconstruction for the intake, pumping facilitics and transmission
lines. The archaeologist shall at a minimum follow the scope of work listed in
Appendix No. C of the Neshaminy Water Resources Authority's Environmental Report
(February 1979) . All records prepared by the archaeologist shall be available
to, and filed with, the Department upon request.

M. The permittee shall comply with procedures and mitigation measures designed to
protect historical structures and areas, and to mitigate any potential adverse
impacts on historical and archacological resources, as set forth in any appli-
cabic agreenents with the Pennsylvania State !!istorical Preservation Of ficer
and the Advisory Council on Historical Preservation.

N. The permittec shall provido adequate detours during construction affccting
local roads. River Road (PA. Route 32) shall be kept open at all times. A

temporary road shall be installed when necessary to insure compliance with this
requirement. Construction of the project shall be carried out in a manner that
will not prevent or impede the access and operation of cmcrgency vehicles. In

particular, access to and from the buildings serving emergency vehicles in the
Chalfont arca shall be maintained at all times.

,

0
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.. Operation:
.

-

..

O. The total withdrawal by the project from the Delaware River shall not exceed
a maximum of 95 million gallons a day. The. maximum rate of withdrawal from
the Delaware River shall not exceed 66.000 gallons per minute.,

P. The withdrawal from the Delawarc River for up by the Neshami.'y Water Ke-
sourcas Authority shall not exceed a .naxiuum of 48.8 million gcllons per day.

Q. The withdrawal from the Delaware River for use by the Philadelphia Electric
Company shall not exceed a max:wam of 46.2 million gallons per day, subject
to all limitations and conditions established by the Delaware River Basin
Commission.

-

R. All withdrawals, storade and releases of water shall conform with the Operat-
ing Plan described in the Department's Environmental Assessment and Findings,
Point Pleasant Water Supply Proiect (August 1982). Any changes to such
Operating Plan shall be submitted to and shall be subject to approval by the

i
Departmen t.

S. Releases to the North Branch Neshaminy Creek shall be started at a low race,
and increased gradually, and any adjustments in release rates or termination
of releases shall be controlled in a gradual manner, in order to avoid rapid
fluctuations in stream flow.

A pontinuous flow of not less than 8.22 cubic feet per second, equivalent to
T.

5.3 =1111on gallons per day, shall be maintained in the North Branch Nashaminy
Creek downstream from the water intake at the Chalfont Water Treatment Plant

, during the period March 1 through Juno 15. During the remainder of the year,
from June 16 until the end of February of the next year, a continuous flow of

less than 4.23 cubic feet per second, equivalent to 2.73 million gallons,

not
por day, shall be maintained in the North Branch Neshaminy Creck downstream
from the water intake at the Chalfont Water Treatment Plant.

! The permittee shall monitor the ecology of the Delaware River and the opera-'

U.
tion of the Delaware River intake structure on a regular basis. The permittee
shall file with the Department a report every two years describing and explain-

| ing the results of such monitoring and any changes in the ecology that occur.
The permittee shall take any mitigating steps indicated necessary by such
monitoring in conformance with plans submitted to and approved by the Depart-
ment.

Th'e per=ittee shall inspect and monitor the portion of the North BranchV.
Neshaminy Creek immediately adjacent to and below the outlet structure on a
regular basis, and following any significant period of flood flows. If any

inspection discloses significant erosion of the bank or bed of the North Branch
Neshaminy Creek, the . permittee shall promptly correct such erosion, stabilize
and revegetate any exposed portion of the stream bank. The Department shall be
notified in writing of any corrective action taken by the permittee.

The permittee shall monitor the ecology of the North Branch Neshaminy CreekW.
from the outlet point to Lake Galena ou a regular basis. The permititee shall
file with the Department a report every eso years describing and explaining

..
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the rceuits of euch monitoring and any chJgas in the ecoluny that occur.
,

The permittee shall tr.kc any 'ultigating stepo r.dicated access..ry by euch
monitorin;; in confor=ance wit.1 plans suhaiuttd to and approvad by tha
Ucpartment.

.

X. The permittee shall monitor the fishery resource of 1.ake Calena and shall
manage the resource in consultation with the Pennsylvania Fish Commission to
maintain the best practical fishery.

Y. During any drought or water supply enacrgency declared by the Governor of
Pennsylvania or any unency pursuant to Pennsylvania law, or declared by the
Delaware River Basin Commission pursuant to Article 10 of the Delaware River
Basin Compact, all withdrawals, uscs of water and operations by this project

~ shall be subject to, and shall comply with, any limitations, restrictions or
conditions impused by the Delaware River Basin Couunission, the Pennsylvania
Emergency Management Agency or the Department in response to the emcrgency.

Z. The per=ittee shall comply with and implement the facility monitoring,
leakage control, and conservation program requirements set forth in Water
Allocation Permit No. WA-0978601.

.

Maintenance:

Any acincenance dredging, if necessary, in the bcd of the Delawarc River shallAA.
be performed between November and March to reduce the potential for impact on
=1 grating juvenile and adult shad.*

Du. The exterior appearance of all structures, grounds and landscaping in the
" vicinity of Point Pleasant shall be maintained to blend in with and complement

.

the surroundings of the project, in accordance with the renderings and plans
submitted to and approved by c!)c Department.

Permittee hereby accepts and agrees to comply with the terms and conditions of this
permit.

!
| Per=ittee (signature) Date

SEP 2 1982
Date DEPAPT: OryENVIR NMENTAL RESOURCES

$ dDy :,' eAttest .for
,-.

R.' Timothy Wcs on" ' '

!
Associate Deputy Secretary,

for Resources Mdangement
l

|
|
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# APPENDIX U -

POINT PLEASANT PROJECT !,

BLASTING REQUIREMENTS FROM DELAWARE RIVER TO PUMPING STATION*

PRE-BLASTING SURVEY

1. The services of an independent company shall be engaged to perform pre-blasting
surveys.

2. All structures located within 1,000 feet of blasting operations shan be surveyed to,
'

accomplish the following:-

a. Determine the physical condition of each structure.

b. Document existing damage and other factors inside and outside which could
reasonably be affected by blasting.

c. Assess the condition of appurtenances such as pipes, cables, transmission lines,
wells and other water systems. The quantity and quality of water wells and
other water systems used for human, animal, or agricultural purposes shall be
documented.

3. Persons who conduct the pre-blast surveys shan submit written reports which shan
include but are not limited to the fonowing:

a. Diagrams or photographs of rooms or structures indicating size and location of
cracks or separations in foundations, wans, ceilings, floors, etc.-

.

b. Provide a copy of the pre-blast survey report to the resident or ownce of the
structure and to the Department.

BLASTING PLAN

1. After bedrock is exposed in the excavation, the attitude of naturally occuring
fractures in the rock shall be measured and that data shan be utilized to plan the
blasting procedure.

2. Blasting shall not begin until a blasting plan is e.grroved in writing by the Departinent.
l

| 3. The blasting plan shan include but not be limited to the fonowir.g:

I a. Diameter of holes.
!
' b. Depth of holes.
1

Centerlinc to centerline spucing of holes.c.

| d. Weight of explosives per delay period of Sms or greater.

c. Decking if applicable.
'

r'
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.

f. Height of tcp ::temming. -

Scaled distance (Ds) based on distance to the nearest structure (minimumg.
,

Ds = 00).

h. Public alert and warning system.

i. Location of seismographs.

j. Anticipated blasting schedule.

k. Maximum peak particle velocity (0.5 in./second monitored at cach seismograph
~ location).

1. Maximum sound pressure level (120 dB flat response).
i

m. Use of blasting mats. 1

BLASTING RECORDS
.

1. Engage' the services of a seismic survey company to monitor and record vibration and
noise levels of each blast with instruments located at the nearest structure whether
that structure be the canal (including retaining wall and locks) or a dwelling that is
n,either owned nor leased by the operating contractor. When blasting is done under the
Delaware Canal, seismic instruments will monitor at a distance of 50 ft. froin each
blust. Loading of borcholes will be at a scaled distance of 60 based on the 50 ft.
actual distance location of each seismograph.

~

,.

2. Submit a record of each blast to include allinformation required by Section 211.4G of'

Title 25 Rules and Regulations, scismograph analyses and noise level reports of cach
blast.

GEN 12AL

1. No blasting shall occur during nornial mealtimes nur when children congregate for
travel to and from schoot

2. Written evidence of notificatto.- to the Pennsylvania Fish Commission shall be
submitted to the Department if blasting occurs in any waters within or on the
boundaries of the Commonwealth.

3. Before blasting is conducted on the Delaware Canal property, blasting first shall be
conducted on the proposed route of the pipeline on either side of the Delaware Canal
property.

.
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